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SEWING
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Stands

Stand Made in Germany 0A9006

Standard height adjustable stand Z type. 85 

Stand 0A9001P   

H type fixed height for post bed machines. 125 

Stand Made in China 0A9012CX

H type height adjustable stand with wheels. 75 

Stand Made in China 0A9006M

Standard height adjustable stand H type. 65 
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Stand Made in Italy 0A9012I

Reinforced height adjustable stand Z type for heavy duty sewing machines 
with 4 wheels. 185 

Stand Made in Italy 0A9006I

Reinforced height adjustable stand Z type for heavy duty  
sewing machines. 158 

Stands

Stand Made in Germany 0A9006LD

Long arm stand of 960 mm for SWD-206H-18”-7. 125 

Stand Made in Germany 0A9006LRD

Long arm stand of 960 mm with wheels for SWD-206H-18”-7. 185 

Stand Made in Italy 0A9006IL

Long arm stand of 960 mm for SWD-206H-18”-7. 205 

Stand Made in Italy 0A9906ILR

Long arm stand of 960 mm with wheels. 315 
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Stand Made in Italy 0A9027I

Stand for 30” long arm machines (767H-30”, 4610H-30” & 366SH-30”). 515 

Stand Made in Italy 0A9027RI

Stand for 30” long arm machines with wheels (767H-30”, 4610H-30”  
& 366SH-30”). 575 

Stand Made in Italy 0A9008I

Stand for 25” long arm machines (4510H-25”). 740 

Stands

Stand Made in Italy 0A9015I

Stand for feed off the arm machines (345) and cylinder bed compound  
feed machines (335, 1335H, 1342H). 455 

Stand Made in China 0A9015X

Stand for feed off the arm machines (345) and cylinder bed compound  
feed machines (335, 1335H, 1342H). 180 
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Stands

Stand Made in Italy 0A9005I

Stand for SW-204SH & SW-SLH-2B machines. 325 

Drawer 0A9003

Standard drawer 12 

Drawer 0A9003A

Small size drawer. 6 

Tables

Drawer

Tables Made in China 

Available for any kind of sewing machine. Sizes 120x54x4 cm. 75 
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Tables

Chairs for sewing machine operators

Tables Made in Germany 

Available for any kind of sewing machine. Sizes 1.050x550x40 mm. 108 
Longer table 1.200x550x40 mm. 145 
For long arm sewing machines. 428 

Fully submerged tables with metal or wooden holder 
for the head depending on the model of sewing ma-
chine.  
Made in Germany 

0A8308D  For Sewmaq X1 and X2 overlock  162 

0A8308D1 Metal parts for Sewmaq X2 & Kingtex UHD5000 & UH9000 75 

0A8302D2  For Sewmaq SW-734S 162 

0A8302D1 Metal parts for SW-734S 75  
0A8301D Kingtex UH-9000 y Pegasus EX 162 

0A8306D Sewmaq 562 interlock 162 

0A8305D  Kingtex FT-7000 162 

0A8307D  For Kansai 1404P  162 

0A8297D  For Kansai 1412P sizes 1400 x 600 mm  162 

Made in China 

0A8302XS Table+Stand for SWD-734S  145 

Height adjustable  
from 420mm to 50 mm

Reclining backrest.

Chairs for sewing machine operators 

Chairs for sewing machine operators with reclining backrest.  
Height adjustable by hydraulic cylinder. Packed in small boxes  
to save the freight cost. Available in grey and blue colors.

0A9034A Blue color 89  
0A9034G Light grey color 89 
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H-PT-P5550                                                            PUL0001

Big size roller puller device (55 mm diameter and 50 mm width) with upper 
and lower roller transport. For 1 and 2 needles compound feed machines 
with horizontal hooks. For heavy fabrics like awnings. 1.950  
Puller PT for 4510H-7 Pneumatic presser foot lifter     PUL0104 1.950 

PT puller for Sewmaq SW-898H-7                                PUL0106 2.410 

PT/L Puller for Sewmaq SW-767H-7                             PUL0096 2.410 

Pullers devices

H-PS-P2515 PUL0003

Small roller (15x25 mm) puller device for single needle sewing machine  
for short seams. 1.660 

Relocation brackets for presser foot lifter solenoid for 
Juki models: 

PUR170 AK-85 275 

PUR174 AK-89 275 

PUR330 AK-118 275 

H-PL-P5550 

Big size roller 55 mm diameter puller device for 1 or 2 needles sewing machine 
for long seams. Available with 15 mm, 35 mm and 50 mm of roller width.

 1.660  
PUL0004 15 mm width roller. 
PUL0056 35 mm width roller. 
PUL0057 50 mm width roller.

18

Pullers devices

Pullers for overlocks machines

PF  PUL0021

Puller for feed-off-the arm double chainstitch sewing machines Brother and 
Juki type only. 1.175€

Other attachments

PK  PUL0031

Puller device with upper and lower rollers for overlock machines.  
For continuous and long seams. 1.260€

PK -SP PUL0071

Puller device for spaghetti seams. For overlock machines. 1.260€

RTP PUL0028

Pneumatic rollers for tensioning the elastic tape in cylinder bed interlock 
sewing machines. 570€

18

Pullers devices

Pullers for overlocks machines

PF  PUL0021

Puller for feed-off-the arm double chainstitch sewing machines Brother and 
Juki type only. 1.175€

Other attachments

PK  PUL0031

Puller device with upper and lower rollers for overlock machines.  
For continuous and long seams. 1.260€

PK -SP PUL0071

Puller device for spaghetti seams. For overlock machines. 1.260€

RTP PUL0028

Pneumatic rollers for tensioning the elastic tape in cylinder bed interlock 
sewing machines. 570€

18

Pullers devices

Pullers for overlocks machines

PF  PUL0021

Puller for feed-off-the arm double chainstitch sewing machines Brother and 
Juki type only. 1.175€

Other attachments

PK  PUL0031

Puller device with upper and lower rollers for overlock machines.  
For continuous and long seams. 1.260€

PK -SP PUL0071

Puller device for spaghetti seams. For overlock machines. 1.260€

RTP PUL0028

Pneumatic rollers for tensioning the elastic tape in cylinder bed interlock 
sewing machines. 570€

18

Pullers devices

Pullers for overlocks machines

PF  PUL0021

Puller for feed-off-the arm double chainstitch sewing machines Brother and 
Juki type only. 1.175€

Other attachments

PK  PUL0031

Puller device with upper and lower rollers for overlock machines.  
For continuous and long seams. 1.260€

PK -SP PUL0071

Puller device for spaghetti seams. For overlock machines. 1.260€

RTP PUL0028

Pneumatic rollers for tensioning the elastic tape in cylinder bed interlock 
sewing machines. 570€
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Pullers devices

PT-L 

Big size roller puller device (55 mm diameter and 50 mm width)  
with upper and lower roller transport. For long arm 1 and 2 needles  
compound feed machines with horizontal hooks. For heavy fabrics like  
awnings. The puller must be ordered special depending on the brand  
and model of sewing machine. 3.565 

Pullers for overlocks machines

Other attachments

H-PK-P5535 PUL0031

Puller device with upper and lower rollers for overlock machines.  
For continuous and long seams. 1.660 

H-PK/SP-P5535 PUL0071

Puller device for spaghetti seams. For overlock machines. 1.660 

RTP-AF20 PUH0028

Pneumatic rollers for tensioning the elastic tape in cylinder bed interlock 
sewing machines. 660 

18

Pullers devices

Pullers for overlocks machines

PF  PUL0021

Puller for feed-off-the arm double chainstitch sewing machines Brother and 
Juki type only. 1.175€

Other attachments

PK  PUL0031

Puller device with upper and lower rollers for overlock machines.  
For continuous and long seams. 1.260€

PK -SP PUL0071

Puller device for spaghetti seams. For overlock machines. 1.260€

RTP PUL0028

Pneumatic rollers for tensioning the elastic tape in cylinder bed interlock 
sewing machines. 570€

18

Pullers devices

Pullers for overlocks machines

PF  PUL0021

Puller for feed-off-the arm double chainstitch sewing machines Brother and 
Juki type only. 1.175€

Other attachments

PK  PUL0031

Puller device with upper and lower rollers for overlock machines.  
For continuous and long seams. 1.260€

PK -SP PUL0071

Puller device for spaghetti seams. For overlock machines. 1.260€

RTP PUL0028

Pneumatic rollers for tensioning the elastic tape in cylinder bed interlock 
sewing machines. 570€

18

Pullers devices

Pullers for overlocks machines

PF  PUL0021

Puller for feed-off-the arm double chainstitch sewing machines Brother and 
Juki type only. 1.175€

Other attachments

PK  PUL0031

Puller device with upper and lower rollers for overlock machines.  
For continuous and long seams. 1.260€

PK -SP PUL0071

Puller device for spaghetti seams. For overlock machines. 1.260€

RTP PUL0028

Pneumatic rollers for tensioning the elastic tape in cylinder bed interlock 
sewing machines. 570€
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Elastic tape feeders

TF-1U PUH0022

Upper tape feeder attachment. Electronic regulation of tension.  
Ho Hsing brand. Maximum tape width 70 mm.  575 

MK-1 PUH0014

Electronic elastic tape feeder with external synchronizer. Includes separated 
control box and universal table support. Ho Hsing brand. 995 

MK0001+MK0002 

Cables need to install MK-1 in GD40 direct drive servo motors. 99 

TF-1S PUH0026

Side tape feeder attachment. Electronic regulation of tension.  
Ho Hsing brand. Maximum tape width 70 mm. 575 

TC-4-U-01 PUH0102

New elastic electronic tape feeder with touch screen panel. Memory up to  
9 programs with 8 tensions each program. Includes external synchronizer.   
 2.350 
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G-40-1-00-220CE 0A3022Y

Ho Hsing servo motor with maximum adjustable speed and needle  
positioning function. Power 400w, direction of rotation of motor adjustable. 
Includes external synchronizer. Suitable for lockstitch and overlock  
machines ONLY. 286 

G-60-1-00-220CE 0A3022Z

Ho Hsing servo motor with maximum speed and needle positioning function. 
Power 600w, direction of rotation of motor adjustable. Includes external 
synchronizer. Suitable for interlock, 2 needles and heavy duty machines.  
 354 

G75-1-220-CE 0A3022E

Ho Hsing servo motor with programmable speed and needle positioning 
function. Power 750w, motor rotation direction adjustable. Includes exter-
nal synchronizer. Suitable for heavy duty sewing machines, 1 and 2 needles 
compound feed machines, long arm, post bed, etc. 396 

G-40-2-220-CE 0A7577B

Servo motor of 400w (for lockstitch and overlock machines only)  
with pneumatic presser foot lifter option and needle positioning. 352 

G-60-2-220-CE 0A7577C

Servo motor of 600w (for interlock, double needle and compound feed  
machines) with pneumatic presser foot lifter option and needle positioning. 
 396  

G75-2-220-CE 0A3022E1

Ho Hsing servo motor with programmable speed, needle positioning  
and pneumatic presser foot lifter functions. Power 750w, motor rotation 
direction adjustable. Includes external synchronizer. Suitable for heavy duty 
sewing machines, 1 and 2 needles compound feed machines, long arm,  
post bed, etc. 418 

Ho Hsing servo motors
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i50-4-7W/C-200 0A7578CB

Servo motor of 400W +control box+pedal+panel C-200 for used Juki  
direct drive DDL9000/9010 and Sewmaq SW-9000 with thread trimmer, 
thread wiper, backtacking and presser foot lifter options. 550 

TD1A4-4-RJ-220(400W)CE/C-60M 0A7578B1

Economical servo motor of 400w power for Juki DDL-8700-7 machines 
with thread trimmer, wiper, backtacking and presser footlifter options. 
Equipped with panel without external synchronizer. 645 

TD1A4-4-RJ-220(600W)CE/C-60M 0A7578E1

Economical servo motor of 600w power for Juki DDL-5410-7 machines  
with thread trimmer, wiper, backtacking and presser footlifter options. 
Equipped with panel without external synchronizer. 690 

Ho Hsing servo motors

TD1A4-4-RB-220(400W)/C200/600-29 0A7578A1

Economical universal servo motor of 400W for single needle lockstitch 
Brother, PFAFF & Dürkopp Adler machines with thread trimmer, thread 
wiper, backtacking and presser foot lifter options. Equipped with panel, 
external synchronizer and pins and connectors to be adapted to any brand 
of sewing machine. 645 

TD1A4-4-RB-220(600W)/C200/600-29 0A7578C1

Economical universal servo motor of 600W for single needle lockstitch  
Brother, PFAFF & Dürkopp Adler machines with thread trimmer, thread 
wiper, backtacking and presser foot lifter options. Equipped with panel, 
external synchronizer and pins and connectors to be adapted to any brand 
of sewing machine. 690 
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MH-4-11-220(600W)/C60M 0A7578D

Servo motor of 600W for Highlead lockstitch machines with thread  
trimmer, thread wiper, backtacking and presser foot lifter options.  
Includes panel but no external synchronizer. 825 

Ho Hsing servo motors

i-90M-4BR-220CE/C-60M 0A7552G

Servo motor with signals for thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper, presser 
foot lifter. Includes external synchronizer and panel. Universal type 550w 
for any kind of sewing machine such as overlock, interlock with thread  
trimmer, 1 and 2 needle lockstitch, etc. 875  
External synchronizer for i-90-4-220CE. 75 

i-90M-4-ED-220-CE 0A7552H

Servo motor of 750w (1 HP) with thread trimmer, backtacking, presser foot 
lifter, double stitch length dial selector and HP upper presser foot lifter dial 
functions. Includes external synchronizer, panel C-60M, for Durkopp Adler 
467, 767, 204 and 205, 366, etc. 950 

i-90-4-13-220-CE 0A7577A

Servo motor of 750W (1 HP) for Sewmaq SW-1510/20H-7 and  
SW-1510/20H-25”-7. Juki type compound feed normal and long arm  
machines with thread trimmer, thread wiper, backtacking and presser  
foot lifter options. Without external synchronizer. 950 

i-70L-4-ED-220CE 0A7565N

i-70 servo motor with signals for thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper,  
presser footlifter and panel. Universal type 750watts servo motor can  
be installed in heavy duty sewing machine Adler type 767/768 only. 1085 

i-70M-DS-220-CE/C60-M 0A7551C

Servo motor of 750w for Sewmaq 898 machines equipped with thread 
trimmer, backtacking, presser foot lifter, double stitch length dial selector, 
upper big dial selector for jumping presser feet control, stitches counter.  
 1085 

i-90-4-11-220CE/C-60M 0A7551AN

Servo motor with signals for thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper, presser foot 
lifter. Includes external synchronizer and panel C-60M. Universal type 550w 
for Fomax-Mitsubishi machines with synchronizer included in the handwheel.   
 875  
External synchronizer for i-90-4-11. (0A7551Y) 75 
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HD40-3-U7-220 + SENSOR 0A7799I

Direct drive servo motor for Kingtex UH9000 overlock machines.  
Equipped with the following functions: needle positioning, pneumatic  
chainstitch cutter, front fabric suction, pneumatic presser foot lifter  
and sensor for air saving. 435 

HD40-3-U7-220 0A7799K

Direct drive servo motor for Kingtex UH9000 overlock machines.  
Equipped with the following functions: needle positioning, pneumatic  
chainstitch cutter, front fabric suction, pneumatic presser foot lifter. 380 

Ho Hsing servo motors

TD656-9-66-2-CE 0A7552I1

Direct drive servo motor of 550w for Kingtex and Yamato interlock ma-
chines. Equipped with upper and lower thread trimmers and presser foot 
lifter in electronic or pneumatic. 865 

TD656-9-90-2-CE 0A7552J1

Direct drive servo motor of 550w for Pegasus 562 and 664 interlock ma-
chines. Equipped with upper and lower thread trimmers and presser foot 
lifter in electronic or pneumatic. 865 

TD655-0-U7-220 + SENSOR 0A7799OI2

Direct drive servo motor for Kingtex UH9000 and UHF9000 overlock 
machines with 400W power. Equipped with needle positioning, pneumatic 
chainstitch cutter, front fabric suction and presser foot lifter. With sensor 
for noise air saving. 540 

i-90C-4-66-220 0A7552I

Special servo motor for interlock machines Pegasus with upper and lower 
thread trimmers and presser foot lifter.  
Includes exterior synchronizer. 865 ¤

i-90C-4-DW-220 0A7552J

Special servo motor for interlock machines Kingtex y Yamato with upper 
and lower thread trimmers and presser foot lifterin electronic or pneumatic. 
Includes exterior synchronizer. 865 ¤
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SW-550E 0A3022MJ

Universal servo motor with rotation sense invertible for light-medium  
sewing machines. Power 550W. 170 

SW-800E 0A3022ME

Universal servo motor with rotation sense invertible for heavy sewing  
machines. Power 800 W. 195 

Sewmaq motors

SW-UH9000 0A7799P

Direct drive servo motor for UH9000 Kingtex & Sewmaq SWD-834SM  
overlock machines. 180 

SW-MO6700 0A7799R

Direct drive servo motor for MO6700S/D Juki overlock machines. 180 

SW-MO6800 0A7799Q

Direct drive servo motor for MO6800S Juki overlock machines. 180 
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Air tube

AIR TUBE  099259

Air tube 8x5 and 9 meters long. 12,50 

MANOMETER  PGR9003

Manometer and air compressed air intake.  25,00  

Sewmaq LEDs

SW-4R-LED-DOM 035039

LED lamp for domestic sewing machines. Power 0.5 W with 3 LED points. 
Thread lace system. 4,50 

SW-4B-LED-DOM 035038

LED lamp for domestic sewing machines. Power 0.5 W with 3 LED points. 
Bayonet fitting system. 4,50 

SW-44B-LED-DOM 035032

LED lamp for domestic sewing machines. High power 3 W with 32 LED 
points. Bayonet fitting system. 6,50 

Manometer
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SW-20LED SEP 035002

Magnetic LED lamp with 20 LED points, 1.2w consume, 220V with  
separated transformer. Adaptable to any kind of sewing machine. 35 

SW-20LED+A03 035021

Magnetic LED lamp with 20 LED points, 1.2w consume, 220V with transformer.  
Adaptable to any kind of sewing machine. With plug switch. 40 

SW-20LED-SEP+A03 035029

Magnetic LED lamp with 20 LED points, 1.2w consume, 220V with separated 
transformer. Adaptable to any kind of sewing machine. With plug switch.  
 45 

SW-20 LED 035001

Magnetic LED lamp with 20 LED points, 1.2w consume, 220V  
with transformer. Adaptable to any kind of sewing machine. 30 

Lamps

SW-20LED+USB 

Magnetic LED lamp with 20 LED points with transformer. Adaptable to any 
kind of sewing machine. Separate transformer with a LEDS plug. 35 
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Lamps

SW-(10+10)-LED 036032

LED lamp with 10 LEDs of white color light and 10 LEDs of purple light  
(for ultraviolet Lumi markers). 39 

SW-2x(6i-LED) 036015

Magnetic LED lamp with 2 terminals with 6 LED points each one.  
Includes transformer. 28 

SW-11-LASER-BAND 035034

Band laser for making with transformer.
 

24 

SW-11-LASER-CROSS 035023

Cross laser lamp with transformer. 24 

SW-11-LASER-POINT 035035

Point laser lamp with transformer. 24 
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SW-27-LED 035007

New type of led lamp to be assembled in the rear part of the sewing  
machine. 42 

SW-FAN 035027

Electric fan for sewing machine operator. 38 

Lamps

SW-30LED-A06 035033 / 035033B

LED lamp with support for sewing machine table with 30 LED points.  
Plastic covered tube, 700 mm length arm 2 intensities of light and plug 
switch with. Available in two colors: 
White 035033B 72 
Black  035033 72 
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Lockstitch machines

KLD-900 0A7358 

Single needle lockstitch direct drive sewing machine with closed oil lubrica-
tion. Functions: thread trimmer, backtacking, thread wiper and presser foot 
lifter. Direct drive servo motor, touch panel and control box included inside 
the head. With LED lamp. Small capacity hook, maximum speed 4.500 SPM, 
maximum stitch length 5 mm, for thin and mediums fabrics. 
Complete 990 

Touch panel

USB With USB slot, easy to use.

Using double round knives mechanism, can make short thread ends  
at 3 mm & the workload from the workers can be reduced dramatically.

R

KLD-1000AM 0A7259 

Single needle lockstitch direct drive sewing machine with closed oil  
lubrication. Equipped with thread trimmer and presser foot lifter controlled 
by one stepping motor, backtaking controlled by stepping motor, electron-
ic knee presser foot lifter gradual control, small bird nest trimmer device, 8 
kind of programmed seams, silence thread trimmer, thread wiper and electric 
thread tension. 
Complete 1.175 

Small nest bird system

Special stitch patterns

USB With USB slot, easy to use.
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New economic series

R

UHD5004F-243-M14/Q 0A7754F 

Direct drive 2 needles 4 threads overlock machine with needle positioning 
function and LED lamp. 
Complete 1.035 

UHD5005F-353-M16/Q 0A7754E 

Direct drive 2 needles 5 threads 3x4 overlock machine with needle positioning 
function and LED lamp. 
Complete 1.060 

UHD5005F-553-M16/Q 0A7754G 

Direct drive 2 needles 5 threads 5x5 overlock machine for medium materials 
with needle positioning function and LED lamp. 
Complete 1.060 

UHD5004F-243-M14/KSC/Q 0A7754D 

Direct drive 2 needles 4 threads overlock machine with needle positioning 
function and LED lamp. Equipped with pneumatic side chainstitch cutter, 
pneumatic presser foot lifter, 2 sensors, front and rear suction devices and 
LED lamp. 
Complete 1.550 

A. Thread tension opener.

B.  Pneumatic presser foot lifter and 
chainstitch cutter.
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Direct drive overlock machines

Overlock machines

UH-9004F-243-M14 0A7753D

High speed (7.500 SPM) 2 needles 4 threads overlock machine. 
Complete 1.380 

UH-9094F-243-H14 0A7762A

High speed (6.500 SPM) 2 needles 4 threads overlock machine for heavy 
wool materials. Equipped with upper angle knife, more differential feed 
transport and loopers with bigger holes for wool thread. 
Complete 1.605 

UH-9005F-353-M16 0A7798

High speed (7.000 SPM) 2 needles 5 threads overlock machine (3x5). 
Complete 1.505 

UH-9005F-553-M16 0A7799A

High speed (7.000 SPM) 2 needles 5 threads overlock machine (5x5). 
Complete 1.505 

UH-9004F-243-M14/HD40-3-U7 0A7753D + 0A7799K

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) high speed (7.500 SPM) 2 needles  
4 threads overlock machine. Needle positioning function. 
Complete 1.750 

UH-9005F-353-M16/HD40-3-U7 0A7798 + 0A7799K

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) high speed (7.000 SPM) 2 needles  
5 threads overlock machine (3x5). Needle positioning function. 
Complete 1.900 

UH-9005F-553-M16/HD40-3-U7 0A7799A + 0A7799K

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) high speed (7.000 SPM) 2 needles  
5 threads overlock machine (5x5). Needle positioning function. 
Complete 1.900 

UH-9004F-243-M14/SS033/CV-08F2/HD40-3-U7 + 
SENSOR 0A7753I + 0A7799I

Direct drive 2 needles 4 thread high speed (7.500 SPM) overlock machine. 
With Ho Hsing servo motor. Functions: pneumatic chainstitch cutter,  
presser foot lifter, dust suction device for remaining cut fabric and sensor 
for air compressed supply to the chainstitch cutter and front suction device. 
Complete 2.100 

UH-9005F-353-M16/US040/CV-08F2/HD40-3-U7 + 
SENSOR 0A7798 + 0A7799I + KAV0028 + KIN0017D

Direct drive 2 needles 5 threads (3x5) high speed (7.000 SPM) overlock 
machine with Ho Hsing servo motor. Functions: pneumatic chainstitch  
cutter, presser foot lifter, dust suction device for remaining cut fabric  
and sensor for air compressed supply to the chainstitch cutter  
and front suction device. 
Complete 2.350 

UH-9005F-553-M16/US040/CV-08F2/HD40-3-U7 + 
SENSOR 0A7799A + 0A7799I + KAV0028 + KIN0017D

Direct drive 2 needles 5 threads (5x5) high speed (7.000 SPM) overlock 
machine with Ho Hsing servo motor. Functions: pneumatic chainstitch  
cutter, presser foot lifter, dust suction device for remaining cut fabric  
and sensor for air compressed supply to the chainstitch cutter  
and front suction device. 
Complete 2.350 

R

R

R

Servo
Motor

Servo
Motor
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Accessories for overlock machines

R

TC021H  KIN0012A

Electronic tape cutter for 
UH9000 series with control box 
and finger micro switch. 620  

CV-08F-2  KIN0017D

Venturi device for front and rear 
suction (chainstitch cutter) for 
overlock machines. Include elec-
trovalves (controlled from servo 
motor), pneumatic presser foot 
lifter and fabric bag with table 
support. 375 

R R

SS038  KIN0049B

Pneumatic chainstitch cutter  
for UHF-9304 series (side) 295  

US041  KIN0051

Pneumatic chainstitch cutter for 
UHF-9005 series (flat)  295 

SS037  KIN0049

Pneumatic chainstitch cutter  
for UHF-9004 series (side) 295  

R R

R R

SS033  KIN0049A

Pneumatic chainstitch cutter  
for UH-9004 (side) 295  

US040  KAV0028

Pneumatic chainstitch cutter for 
UH-9005 (flat) 295  
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UHD-9024A-243-M14 0A7753H

Direct drive 2 needles 4 thread high speed (7.000 SPM) overlock  
machine equipped automatic pneumatic backtacking electronic attachment. 
Ho Hsing backtacking electronic system including touch screen parameters  
controller. Equipped with automatic suction and tape chainstitch cutters, 
presser foot lifter, tension opener. 
Complete 7.380 

R

UH9304-05-M04/MC2-38-UH-EU 0A7726I+PUH0120

High speed (8.000 SPM) small cylinder bed overlock machine with small 
cylinder bed, equipped with electronic elastic tape feeder by stepping  
motor. Elastic tape cutter controlled from panel. Automatic tension opener  
and pneumatic presser foot lifter. Automatic elastic tape feeding. 
Complete 9.150 

Special overlock machines

R

R

UHD-9024C-243-M14 0A7753J

Direct drive 2 needles 4 thread high speed (7.500 SPM) overlock  
machine equipped semi automatic pneumatic backtacking electronic  
attachment. Ho Hsing backlatching electronic system including panel for 
setting parameters. Equipped with automatic suction and tape chainstitch 
cutters, presser foot lifter, tension opener. 
Complete 4.250 
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UHF-9304-243-M14 0A7626J

Top feed high speed overlock machine cylinder bed, 2 needles 4 threads. 
For thin and medium materials. Maximum sewing speed 6.500 SPM 
Head 3.350 

R

Special overlock machines

UHF-9004-243-M14 0A7726C

Top feed high speed (6.500 SPM) overlock machine, 2 needles 4 threads. 
Head 2.500 

UHF-9005-353-M16 0A7751

2 needles 5 threads (3x5) top feed transport overlock machine.  
Speed 6.000 SPM. For light medium materials. 
Head 2.750 

UHF-9005-553-M16 0A7751A

2 needles 5 threads (5x5) top feed transport overlock machine.  
Speed 6.000 SPM. For light medium materials. 
Head 2.750 

UHF-9105-553-X16/AG041 0A7775D

2 needles 5 threads (5x5) top feed transport overlock machine.  
Speed 5.500 SPM. Longer needles, power transport differential feed  
and tractor type presser foot for sewing heavy materials such as jeans. 
Head 2.900 

R

R

Top feed overlock machines

UH-9034-503-M45 0A7761B

2 needles 4 threads double chainstitch overlock machine for tape binding 
function. Speed 5.000 SPM. Tape sizes; in: 1”(25.4 mm) and out: 1/4”  
(6.4 mm). 
Complete 1.650 

TC021H KIN0012A

Electric tape cutter controlled by hand switch for UH-9000. 660 
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UHF-9004-243-M14/TD655-0-U7-220-CE 0A7726C+0A7799O1

Direct drive (Ho Hsing Servo motor) 2 needles 4 threads top feed high 
speed (6.500 SPM) overlock machine. 
Complete 2.850 

UHF-9005-353-M16/TD655-0-U7-220-CE 0A7751+0A7799O1

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) 2 needles 5 threads (3x5) top feed 
overlock machine. 6.000 SPM. 
Head  3.100 

UHF-9005-553-M16/TD655-0-U7-220-CE 0A7751A+0A7799O1

Direct drive 6.000 SPM. (Ho Hsing servo motor) 2 needles 5 threads (5x5) 
top feed overlock machine. 6000 SPM. 
Head  3.100 

UHF-9105-553-X16/AG041/TD655-0-U7-220-CE 
0A7775D+0A7799O1

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) 2 needles 5 threads (5x5) top feed 
overlock machine. 5.500 SPM. Longer needles, power transport differential 
feed and tractor type presser foot for sewing heavy materials such as jeans. 
Head  3.250 

SERVO
MOTOR

UHF-9004-243-M14/SS037/CV-28F-2/TD655-0-U7-
220-CE 0A7726C + 0A7799O1 + KIN0049 + KIN0017D

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) 2 needles 4 threads top feed overlock 
machine. Speed 6.500 SPM. Functions: pneumatic suction chainstitch  
cutter, presser foot lifter, dust suction device for remaining cut fabric,  
and sensor to control the air compressed supply to the chainstitch cutter. 
Complete 3.750 

UHF-9005-553-M16/US041/CV-08F-2/TD655-0-U7-
220-CE 0A7751A + 0A7799O1 + KIN0051 + KIN0017D

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) 2 needles 5 threads (5x5) top feed 
overlock machine for light medium materials. 6.000 SPM. Functions:  
pneumatic suction chainstitch cutter, pneumatic presser foot lifter,  
dust suction device for remaining cut fabric and sensor to control the air 
compressed supply to the chainstitch cutter and front suction device. 
Complete 3.900 

UHF-9105-553-X16/AG041/US041/CV-08F-2/TD655-
0-U7-220-CE 0A7775 + 0A7799O1 + KIN0051 + KIN0017D

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) 2 needles 5 threads (5x5) top feed 
overlock machine for heavy materials equipped with longer needle,  
longer differential feed transport and tractor presser foot. Speed  
5.500 SPM. Functions: pneumatic suction chainstitch cutter, presser  
foot lifter, dust suction device for remaining cut fabric and sensor  
to control the air compressed supply to the chainstitch cutter. 
Complete 3.900 

R

Direct drive top feed overlock machines

SERVO
MOTOR

UHF-9304-243-M14/SS038/CV-68F-2/GD50-40-U7-
220-CE 0A7626J + 0A7799O1 + KIN0049B + KIN0017D

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) 2 needles 4 threads top feed small 
cylinder bed overlock machine. Speed 6.500 SPM. Functions: pneumatic 
suction chainstitch cutter, presser foot lifter, dust suction device for  
remaining cut fabric and sensor to control the air compressed supply  
to the chainstitch cutter. 
Complete 4.750 

R

SERVO
MOTOR

R
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R

Flat bed interlock machines

FTD-7000-0-356M/UFP-B1 0A7765E

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) flat bed top and bottom cover  
interlock machine, 3 needles. Equipped with automatic pneumatic  
upper & lower threads thread trimmer and presser foot lifter. 
Complete 3.780 

FTD-7000-0-364M/UFE-B1 0A7765L

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) flat bed interlock machine top  
and bottom cover threads, 3 needles. Equipped with automatic electric 
upper and lower thread trimmers and presser foot lifter. 
Complete 3.750 

FTD-7000-0-364M/UFE-B3 0A7765K

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) flat bed interlock machine top and 
bottom cover threads, 3 needles. Equipped with automatic electric lower 
thread trimmers, thread wiper and presser foot lifter. 
Complete 3.750 

FT-7000-0-356M 0A7765A

Flat bed 3 needles and 5 threads interlock machine with top and bottom 
covering threads. High speed 6.000 SPM. 
Head 2.250 

R

R
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FT-7003-0-356M 0A7766A

Flat bed 3 needles top and bottom covering threads interlock machine  
for binding. 
Head 2.280 

FT-7003-056M/TCP-1 0A7766D

Flat bed 3 needles top and bottom covering threads interlock machine  
for binding equipped with pneumatic knee tape cutter. 
Head 2.650 

R

Flat bed tape binding interlock machines

FTD-7003-0-356M/TC009/SE005/AL03B 0A7766R

Flat bed interlock machine for binding equipped with automatic pneumatic 
tape cutter and sensor. Cutting stitches controlled by panel. Includes  
pneumatic presser foot lifter. Upper and lower covering threads.  
Direct drive Ho Hsing servo motor. 
Complete  3.900 

R
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R

Flat bed top feed interlock machines

FTU-7003-0-356M/TCP-1 0A7766Q

Direct drive top feed (Ho Hsing servo motor) flat bed 3 needles  
top and bottom covering threads interlock machine for binding  
equipped with pneumatic knee tape cutter. 
Complete 5.820* 

R

Flat bed right knife interlock machines

FT-7069-0-356M 0A7794B

Flat bed interlock machine with top and bottom covering threads for  
attaching elastic tape in women underwear. Equipped upper mechanic  
elastic feeder and with side fabric cutting device. 
Head 3.250 

R

FTU-7000-0-356M/UFP-1B 

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) top feed flat bed interlock machine 
top and bottom cover threads, 3 needles. Equipped with automatic electric 
upper and lower thread trimmers and presser foot lifter. 
Complete 5.820* 
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FTD-7069-3-356M/TC009/SE005/AL03B 0A7794G

Flat bed interlock machine with right hand knife fabric cutter and  
electronic tape feeder controlled by sensor and panel. Equipped with  
automatic pneumatic tape cutter. Cutting stitches controlled by panel. 
Includes pneumatic presser foot lifter. Upper and lower covering threads. 
Direct drive Ho Hsing servo motor. 
Head  6.030 

R

KI+CV KIR0005 + KIN0017

Flat pneumatic suction thread cutter for FT-7010-0-88M machine. 
Complete 750 

R

R

Flat bed right knife interlock machines

R

Special flat bed machines

FT-7002-0-264M/TB 0A7789

Flat bed 2 needles (gauge 6,4 mm) double chainstitch sewing machine  
for tape cover seams. 
Head 2.850 

FT-7010-0-388M 0A7791

Flat bed 3 needles double chainstitch machine for pocket sewing.  
Upper cover thread only. 
Complete 2.850 
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R

Cylinder bed interlock machines

CTD-9000-0-356M/UCP-B1 0A7759A

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) cylinder bed interlock machine  
with top and bottom covering threads, 3 needles. Equipped with automatic 
pneumatic upper and lower threads trimmers and presser foot lifter.  
Outside take-up lever. 
Complete 4.150 

CTD-9060-0-460M/UCP-BA 0A7759H

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) cylinder bed interlock machine with 
top and bottom covering threads, 4 needles gauge 6.0 mm. Equipped  
with automatic pneumatic upper and lower thread trimmers and presser 
foot lifter. Outside take-up lever. 
Complete 4.050 

R

CTD-9000-0-356M/UCP-B1/RP-03 0A7759E

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) cylinder bed interlock machine  
with top and bottom covering threads, 3needles. Equipped with automatic  
pneumatic upper and lower thread trimmers, presser foot lifter and rear 
nylon puller with teeth. Outside take-up lever. 
Complete 4.500 

R

CT-9000-0-356M 0A7763A

Cylinder bed high speed 3 needles 5 threads interlock machine with  
top and bottom covering threads. 
Head 1.800 
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CTD-9311-0-356M/CV017A/UCP-B1/UN001 0A7784E

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) cylinder bed interlock machine  
with top and bottom covering threads, 3 needles. With left side remaining 
fabric cutter for sewing bottoms of T shirts, polos and similar.  
Equipped with automatic pneumatic upper and lower thread trimmers, 
presser foot lifter and guide. Outside take-up lever. 
Complete 4.580 

Special cylinder bed interlock machines

R

CTD-9713-0-356M/UCP-D1 0A7785D

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) small cylinder bed interlock machine 
with top and bottom covering threads, 3 needles gauge. Equipped with  
automatic pneumatic upper and lower thread trimmers and presser  
foot lifter. Gauge for overlock seam covering. 
Complete  5.460 

R

CTD-9811-0-356S1/UCP-D1 0A7784J

Small cylinder bed direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) interlock machine 
with top and bottom covering threads, 3 needles. With left side remaining 
fabric cutter for sewing bottoms of T shirts, polos and similar. Equipped 
with automatic pneumatic upper and lower thread trimmers, presser  
foot lifter and guide. Outside take-up lever. 
Complete 6.250 

R
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R

CTU-9011-0-356M/UCP-B1/FB-1 0A7759J

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) 3 needles cylinder bed top feed  
transport, top and bottom cover threads interlock machine. Equipped  
with automatic pneumatic upper and lower thread trimmer and presser  
foot lifter. 
Gauges available: 5,2 mm 0A7799B1  
 6 mm 0A7799B 
Complete 6.210* 

CTU-9311-0-356M/UCP-B1-FB-13 0A7784F

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) 3 needles cylinder bed top feed  
transport, top and bottom cover threads interlock machine. Equipped with 
automatic pneumatic upper and lower thread trimmer and presser foot lifter. 
Left hand knife remaining fabric cutter attachment with suction device. 
Complete 6.860* 

Special cylinder bed interlock machines

R

R

Top feed cylinder bed interlock machines

CTD-9085-0-364M/UCP-B1/CV-07A/RP-03 0A7759F1

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) cylinder bed interlock machine with 
top and bottom covering threads, 3 needles. With right remaining fabric 
cutter for attaching closed elastic in men’s brief. Equipped with rear puller 
with plain rubber rollers, chips collector and elastic tension rollers. Includes 
automatic pneumatic upper and lower thread trimmers, presser foot lifter. 
Outside take-up lever. 
Head 6.595 

RTP-AF20 PUH0028

Pneumatic rollers for tensioning the elastic tape in cylinder bed interlock 
sewing machines. 660 
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CTU-9713-0-356M/UCP-FB1 0A7785C

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) top feed small cylinder bed interlock 
machine with top and bottom covering threads, 3 needles gauge. Equipped 
with automatic pneumatic upper and lower thread trimmers and presser 
foot lifter. Gauge for bottom of T-shirts, polos and similar. 
Complete 7.420* 

CTU-9811-0-356S1/UCP-FD/CV17A/TL 0A7784M

Small cylinder bed direct drive top feed (Ho Hsing servo motor) interlock 
machine with top and bottom covering threads, 3 needles. With left side 
remaining fabric cutter for sewing bottoms of T shirts, polos and similar. 
Equipped with automatic pneumatic upper and lower thread trimmers, 
presser foot lifter and guide. Outside take-up lever. 
Complete 8.315* 

R

CTU-9111-0-356M/UCP-FS1 0A7784Q

Top feed extra small cylinder bed interlock with circumference 110 mm. 
Upper and lower covering threads. Equipped with direct drive servo motor, 
control box assembled in the head, upper and lower pneumatic thread  
trimmers and pneumatic presser foot lifter. 
Complete 9.150 

Circumference 110 mm

R

Top feed cylinder bed interlock machines

R
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Flat lock sewing machines

R

R

NTD-6712-M6/TT-S34/CV-014/TC-13/S4 

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) flat-lock sewing machine with upper 
and lower covering threads, cutting both sides remaining fabrics. Equipped 
with pneumatic presser foot lifter, waste collector device, automatic guillo-
tine chainstitch cutter driven by photocell located after the needle plate. 
Gauge 6 mm 0A7799B1  
Gauge 5,2 mm 0A7799B2 
Complete  7.350* 

VLD-1513-0-356M/UVP-X1 0A7759O 

Cylinder bed interlock machine long arm for stitching covering and  
hemming small tubular works such as knitwear and sport wear. Upper  
and lower covering threads. Equipped with 3 needles, 5.6 mm, direct drive 
servo motor, upper and lower pneumatic thread trimmers and pneumatic 
presser foot lifter. 
Complete 4.900 

Circumference 185 mm

Feed-Up-The-Arm interlock machines
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R

R

Chainstitch machines

MTD-4504P-064/UT04A/AL004 0A7788D

Cylinder bed 4 needles double chainstitch sewing machine with rear puller 
equipped with pneumatic thread trimmer and presser foot lifter. Includes 
direct drive mini servo motor Ho Hsing. 
Complete 5.850* 

MT-4504P 0A7787/A/B/C/D

Cylinder bed 4 needles double chainstitch sewing machine with rear puller. 
Head 1.850 

MT-4504PMD 0A7788/A/B/C

Cylinder bed 4 needles double chainstitch sewing machine with rear puller 
and front elastic tape feeder. 
Head 2.150 
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MT-4512P-064 0A7795

12, 13, 14 and 23 needles double chainstitch cylinder bed sewing machine 
equipped with thread trimmer and pneumatic presser foot lifter.  
Gauge 6,4 mm (1/4”). 
Head 2.350 

Chainstitch machines

R

R

MTD-4512P-064/UT04A/AL004 0A7795B

Cylinder bed 12 needles double chainstitch sewing machine with rear puller 
equipped with automatic pneumatic thread trimmer and presser foot lifter. 
Includes direct drive Ho Hsing servo motor. 
Complete 6.600* 
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Speaking & USB port lockstitch machines

SWD-Q1  0A7701

Direct drive single needle lockstitch sewing machine with needle  
positioning function. Includes LED lamp and USB port. Servo motor,  
control box and panel all included inside the head. Stitch length  
4 mm for thin and medium materials. 
Complete 650 

SWD-Q1-L  0A7701A

Direct drive single needle lockstitch sewing machine with needle  
positioning function. Includes LED lamp and USB port. Servo motor,  
control box and panel all included inside the head. Stitch length  
6.3 mm for medium and thick materials. 
Complete 680 

USB

SWD-Q5  0A7700 English / 0A7700B Spanish / 0A7700C Portuguese

Single needle lockstitch sewing machine with automatic oil lubrication. 
Equipped with direct drive servo motor and control box and panel in the 
head. Functions: automatic thread trimmer, thread wiper, presser foot lifter, 
needle positioning and LED lamp. Small hook, maximum speed 5.000 SPM, 
maximum stitch length 4 mm, for medium and thin fabrics. 
Complete 850 

SWD-Q5-L  0A7700A

Single needle lockstitch sewing machine with automatic oil lubrication. 
Equipped with direct drive servo motor and control box and panel in the 
head. Functions: automatic thread trimmer, thread wiper, presser foot lifter, 
needle positioning and LED lamp. Small capacity hook, maximum speed 
4.500 SPM, maximum stitch length 6.3 mm, for medium and thick fabrics. 
Speaking machine with USB port. 
Complete 880 

USB

Speaking

SWD-Q5-Fe                                                0A7700D

Single needle lockstitch sewing machine equipped with direct drive servo 
motor. Includes stepping motor for the feed dog movement. Equipped with 
thread trimmer, presser foot lifter, thread wiper, USB port and LED lamp. 
Different stitch length can be combined to create decorative stitches. 
Complete 910 

Programmed sewing
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Simple lockstitch machines

SWD-5580-H 0A7736A

Single needle lockstitch sewing machine with automatic oil lubrication. 
Large hook, speed 2.500 SPM, stitch length 8 mm for sewing heavy duty. 
Complete  800 

SWD-Q6  0A7703

Single needle lockstitch sewing machine with closed oil lubrication system. 
Equipped with direct drive servo motor and control box and panel in the 
head. Functions: automatic thread trimmer, thread wiper, presser foot lifter, 
needle positioning and LED lamp. Small hook, maximum speed 5.000 SPM, 
maximum stitch length 4 mm, for medium and thin fabrics With closed oil 
reservoir lubrication system. 
Complete 890 

USB

Speaking

SWD-5580H-7 0A7736

Single needle direct drive sewing machine with feed dog transport sewing 
machine, large capacity hook, automatic lubrication, maximum stitch length 
8 mm, heavy materials. Equipped with motor, control box and panel all  
inside the head. Functions: thread trimmer, backtacking and presser foot lifter. 
Complete 1.250 

SWD-A8  0A7701B

New type of direct drive single needle lockstitch machines with automatic  
oil lubrication. Equipped with automatic thread trimmer, backtacking, 
thread wiper, built in presser foot lifter, LED lamp, speaking machine  
and USB port. For light, medium and heavy materials. 750 

USB

Lockstitch machines with a large capacity hook

Economic lockstitch machine
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Lockstitch needle feed machine

SWD-6720-7 0A7628X

Single needle direct drive sewing machine with needle feed sewing, small 
capacity hook, automatic lubrication, maximum stitch length 4 mm, medi-
um and thin materials. Equipped with motor, control box, main switch and 
panel all inside the head. Functions: thread trimmer, thread  
wiper, backtacking and presser foot lifter. 
Complete 1.450 

SWD-6720H-7 0A7628X1

Single needle direct drive needle feed transport, sewing machine,  
large hook, automatic lubrication, maximum speed 3.500 SPM, stitch  
length 5 mm, for medium heavy materials. Equipped thread trimmer,  
thread wiper, backtacking and presser foot lifter. Control box, panel  
and main switch included in the head. 
Complete 1.650 

SWD-6720 0A7612C

Single needle direct drive sewing machine, needle feed transport, motor 
incorporated in the head (direct drive, servo motor), small capacity hook, 
stitch length 4 mm and maximum speed 4.500 PPM. For thin and medium 
fabrics. 
Complete 1.045 

SWD-6720L 0A7612D  

Single needle direct drive sewing machine, needle feed transport, motor in-
corporated in the head (direct drive, servo motor), small capacity hook, stitch 
length 5 mm and maximum speed 3.500 PPM. For medium and thick fabrics.  
Complete 1.075 

SWD-6720H 0A7612E

Single needle direct drive sewing machine, needle feed transport, motor 
incorporated in the head (direct drive, servo motor), big capacity hook, stitch 
length 5 mm and maximum speed 2.800 PPM. For thick fabrics. 
Complete 1.120 

SWD-6710-7/PL 0A7628X+PUL0121

Single needle lockstitch sewing machine with automatic oil lubrication. 
Equipped with rear puller and direct drive servo motor, control box and 
panel integrated in the head. Functions thread trimmer, backtacking, thread 
wiper and presser foot lifter. Small hook, speed 5000 SPM, maximum stitch 
length 4mm, for thin/medium materials. 
Complete 1.695 

Lockstitch needle feed machine with puller 
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SWD-6710P-33”-7 0A7628X2

Long arm single needle lockstitch machine equipped with rear electronic 
puller. Functions: electronic thread trimmer, backtacking, thread wiper  
and presser foot lifter. Direct drive machine with control box and panel  
included in the head. Working space 83 cm. 
Complete  2.750 

Lockstitch long arm

SWD-6772-7 0A7632E

Single needle direct drive lockstitch sewing machine with side cutter and 
panel and control box inside the head. Equipped with needle feed transport, 
thread trimmer, backtacking, thread wiper and automatic presser foot lifter. 
Lubrication system by oil pump. 
Complete  1.650 

SWD-6773-7 0A7632D

Single needle direct drive lockstitch sewing machine needle feed with side 
cutter and panel and control box inside the head. Equipped with needle 
feed transport, thread trimmer, backtacking, thread wiper and automatic 
presser foot lifter. Lubrication system by oil pump. 
Complete  1.850 

SW-2220 0A7623B

2 needles small hook needle feed sewing machine with automatic oil pump. 
Stitch length 5 mm, for light and medium materials.  
Maximum speed 3.500 SPM. 
Complete 1.755 

SW-2220H 0A7624

2 needles large hook needle feed sewing machine with automatic oil pump. 
Stitch length 7 mm, for heavy materials. Maximum speed 3.000 SPM. 
Complete 1.990 

Side cutter machines

2 needles needle feed transport machines
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SWD-R5-2-7 0A7643J

Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing machine, small 
hooks, 5 mm stitch length, speed 3.500 SPM. Fixed single fixed needle bar. 
Equipped with thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper, presser foot lifter,  
servo motor and programmer. Medium materials. 
Complete  3.200 

SWD-R5-2H-7 0A7643K

Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing machine, large 
hooks, 7 mm stitch length, speed 3.000 SPM. Fixed single fixed needle bar. 
Equipped with thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper, presser foot lifter, servo 
motor and programmer. Heavy materials. 
Complete  3.450 

2 needles needle feed transport machines

SW-2220-3 0A7625

Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing machine,  
small hooks, 5 mm stitch length, speed 3.500 SPM. Split needle bar  
for cornstitching sewing. For thin & medium materials. 
Complete 2.345 

SW-2220H-3 0A7626

Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing machine,  
large hooks, 7 mm stitch length, speed 3.000 SPM. Split needle bar  
for cornstitching sewing. For heavy materials. 
Complete 2.465 

SWD-R5-3-7 0A7643P

Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing machine,  
small hooks, 5 mm stitch length, speed 3.500 SPM. Split needle bar for 
cornstitching sewing. Equipped with thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper, 
presser foot lifter, servo motor and programmer. Medium materials. 
Complete 3.250 

SWD-R5-3H-7 0A7643Q

Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing machine,  
large hooks, 7 mm stitch length, speed 3.000 SPM. Split needle bar for 
cornstitching sewing. Equipped with thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper, 
presser foot lifter, servo motor and programmer. Heavy materials. 
Complete 3.500 
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SWD-840H 0A7611G

Direct drive large hook and bottom feed transport sewing machine.  
Control box included in the head. Equipped with needle positioning  
function and lamp. 
Complete 1.210 

Top & bottom feed machines

SW-842-7 0A7615B

Single needle lockstitch sewing machine with differential feed for ruffling. 
Equipped with automatic oil lubrication system, speed 4.000 SPM, stitch 
length 5 mm. Equipped with thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper, presser  
foot lifter, servo motor and programmer. 
Complete  3.850 

Lockstitch with ruffler

SWD-840H-7 0A7611N1

Single needle top and bottom feed transport lockstitch machine equipped 
with automatic oil lubrication. Direct drive machine with servo motor,  
control box and panel all included in the head. Functions: electronic  
thread trimmer, backtacking and presser foot lifter assembled in the rear 
part of the head. 
Complete 1.380 
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SWD-848H-7 0A7611U+065019

Top and bottom feed transport (presser feet and feed dog) long arm  
(335 mm) sewing machine. Space available under the arm 170 mm.  
Maximum speed 2.000 SPM. Equipped with automatic oil lubrication,  
direct drive servo motor of power 750 w. Control box and panel  
integrated in the head. Functions: electronic thread trimmer,  
backtacking and presser foot lifter.  
Complete 1.650 

Top & bottom feed machines

170 mm 

335 mm 

Compound feed machines

SWD-206H 0A7610

Direct drive single needle compound feed sewing machine with vertical 
large hook. Servo motor and control box all inside the head. Equipped with 
automatic oil pump lubrication. Maximum sewing speed 2.000 SPM.  
Includes LED lamp. Power 750 W. 
Complete 1.390 

Servo motor

SWD-206H-7 0A7611S

Direct drive single needle compound feed sewing machine with vertical 
large hook. Functions: electronic thread trimmer, backtacking and presser 
foot lifter (no need compressed air connection). Servo motor and control  
box all inside the head. Equipped with automatic oil pump lubrication. Maxi-
mum sewing speed 2.000 SPM. Includes LED lamp. Power 750 W. 
Complete 2.100 
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Compound feed machines

SWD-206H-18”-7 0A7611

Long arm 18” (460 mm) direct drive single needle compound feed sewing 
machine with vertical large hook. Functions: electronic thread trimmer, 
backtacking and presser foot lifter (no need compressed air connection). 
Servo motor and control box all inside the head. Equipped with automatic 
oil pump lubrication. Maximum sewing speed 2.000 SPM.  
Includes LED lamp. Power 750 W. 
Complete 2.590 

460 mm
126 mm

SW-1245H 0A7459W

Single needle compound feed flat bed sewing machine equipped with hori-

zontal large hook Pfaff type. Automatic hook lubrication, integrated bobbin 

winder. Maximum stitch length: 8 mm. For upholstery, leather and textile use. 
Complete 2.250 

SW-1245H-V 0A7459X

Pfaff type single needle flat bed compound feed transport sewing machine 
with tape binding attachment. Stitch length 8 mm. 
Complete 2.650 

SW-4410H 0A7604

Single needle lockstitch compound feed sewing machine with horizontal 
large hook, stitch length 9 mm, speed 2.500 SPM.  
Complete 1.900 

SW-4420H   0A7604H / 0A7604C / 0A7604J / 0A7604I / 0A7604F 

2 needle lockstitch compound feed sewing machine with horizontal large 
hooks, stitch length 9 mm, speed 2.000 SPM. Available in the following 
gauges: 
1/4” (6.4 mm) 0A7604H 
3/8” (9.5 mm) 0A7604C 
7/16” (11 mm) 0A7604J 
1/2” (12 mm) 0A7604I 
5/8” (15.8 mm) 0A7604F 
Complete  2.250 

SW-4420H-3 0A7631K

2 needle lockstitch compound feed sewing machine with horizontal  
large hooks, stitch length 9 mm, speed 2.000 SPM. Split needle bar  
for cornstitching sewing.  
Complete 3.005 
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SW-1510H 0A7459Y

Single needle large horizontal hook compound feed lockstitch sewing 
machine. Equipped with upper big dial to control the presser feet jumping 
height. Stitch length 9 mm. 
Complete 1.945 

SW-1520H 0A7459Q / 0A7459Q2 / 0A7459Q1

2 needles large horizontal hooks compound feed lockstitch sewing machine. 
Equipped with upper big dial to control the presser feet jumping height. 
Stitch length 9 mm. 
Available gauges: 1/4” (6.4mm) 0A7459Q 
 3/8” (9.5mm) 0A7459Q2 
 5/8” (15.8mm) 0A7459Q1 
Complete   2.345 

SW-1510H-7 0A7459N

Single needle large hook compound feed lockstitch sewing machines.  
Stitch length 9 mm. Equipped with electric thread trimmer and tension 
opener and pneumatic backtacking, presser foot lifter and upper dial to 
control the presser feet jumping height. With i90-4-13-220-CE (750W) Ho 
Hsing servo motor. 
Complete 3.100 

SW-1520H-7 0A7459S1

2 needles large horizontal hooks compound feed lockstitch sewing machine. 
Stitch length 9 mm. Equipped with electric thread trimmer and tension 
opener. Equipped with pneumatic backtacking, upper big dial to control 
the presser feet jumping height and presser foot lifter. Includes small front 
panel, with i90-4-13-220-CE (750W)  Ho Hsing servo motor. 
Complete 3.850 

SW-4520H-3-7 0A7460 / 0A7459V

Two needles large hook compound feed lockstitch sewing machine with 
split needle bars for edges and corners seams. Stitch length 9mm. Equipped 
with electric thread trimmer and tension opener and pneumatic backtack-
ing, presser foot lifter and upper dial to control the presser feet jumping 
height. Ho Hsing i-90-4-LU-220CE 750 w power servo motor with panel.  
Available in 2 gauges: 
Available gauges: 5/16” (8mm) 0A7460 
 3/8” (10mm) 0A7459V 
Complete    5.120 

255 mm

110 mm

Direct drive 1 and 2 needles compound feed machines

1 and 2 needles compound feed machines

SWD-1510H-7 0A7459E

Direct drive single needle large hook compound feed lockstitch sewing ma-
chine. Stitch length 9 mm. Equipped with electric thread trimmer, tension 
opener, pneumatic backtacking, presser foot and upper dial to control the 
presser jumping height. With 750w power servo motor. 
Complete 2.750 

SWD-1520H-7 0A7459E1

Direct drive 2 needles large horizontal hooks compound feed lockstitch 
sewing machine. Stitch length 9 mm. Equipped with electric thread trimmer, 
tension opener, pneumatic backtacking, upper big dial to control the press-
er feet jumping height and presser foot lifter. Includes small front panel. 
With 750w power servo motor. 
Complete 3.450 
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Long arm direct drive 1 and 2 needles compound feed machines

SW-1510H-25”-7 0A7659S

Long arm 25” (635 mm) single needle large horizontal hook compound 
feed lockstitch sewing machine. Stitch length 9 mm. Equipped with electric 
thread trimmer, tension opener, pneumatic backtacking, upper big dial  
to control the presser feet jumping height and presser foot lifter. Includes 
small front panel, i90-4-LU-220-CE Ho Hsing servo motor of 750 watts and 
programmer. 
Complete 6.350 

SW-1520H-25”-7 I

Long arm 25” (635 mm) 2 needles large horizontal hooks compound feed 
lockstitch sewing machine. Stitch length 9 mm. Equipped with electric thread 
trimmer, tension opener, pneumatic backtacking, upper big dial to control the 
presser feet jumping height and presser foot lifter. Includes small front panel, 
i90-4-LU-220-CE Ho Hsing servo motor of 750 watts and programmer. 
Available in 4 gauges: SW-1520H (1/2") 0A7459Q 
                                      SW-1520H (1/4”) 0A7459C 
                                      SW-1520H (3/8”) 0A7459Q2 
                                      SW-1520H (5/8”) 0A7459Q1 
Complete 7.400 

65,5cm 
11cm 

SW-1510H-25”/BT/FL 0A7659Y25

Long arm 25” (635mm) bed single needle large horizontal hook compound 
feed sewing machine. Equipped with upper big dial to control the presser 
feet jumping height and automatic pneumatic type backtacking and presser 
foot lifter as serial equipment. Maximum stitch length 9mm. Ho Hsing servo 
motor model i90-4-13-220-CE (750w). 
Complete 4.250 

SW-1520H-25”/BT/FL I

Long arm 25” (635mm) bed 2 needles large horizontal hooks compound 
feed sewing machine. Equipped with upper big dial to control the presser 
feet jumping height and automatic pneumatic type backtacking and presser 
foot lifter as serial equipment. Maximum stitch length 9mm. Ho Hsing servo 
motor model i90-4-13-220-CE (750w). 
Available with gauges: 0A7659GB at 1/4” 
                                      0A7659GA at 3/8” 
Complete 4.550 

655 mm

110 mm

Long arm direct drive 1 and 2 needles compound feed machines

SWD-1510H-14”-7 0A7459N1

Direct drive long arm 14” (35.56cm) compound feed sewing machine. 
With large horizontal hook. Maximum stitch length 9mm. Juki type head. 
Equipped with electric thread trimmer, tension opener, pneumatic back-
tacking, presser foot lifter and upper dial to control the presser foot jump-
ing heigth. Power of servo motor 750w. 
Complete 3.150 

SWD-1510H-14” 0A7459Y1

Direct drive long arm 14” (35.56cm) compound feed sewing machine. 
With large horizontal hook. Maximum stitch length 9mm. Juki type head. 
Equipped with manual upper dial to control the presser foot jumping heigth. 
Power of servo motor 750w. 
Complete 2.450 

35,56 cm
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1 and 2 needles long arm compound feed machines

SW-4610H-20”/BT/FL 0A7643E

Single needle 20” long arm (508 mm) compound feed sewing machine 
for extra-heavy materials with extra large hook. Equipped with pneumatic 
backtacking and presser foot lifter, Ho Hsing servo motor of 1 HP power. 
Height of presser foot 28 mm, stitch length 10 mm. 
Complete 5.850 

SW-4620H-20”/BT/FL 0A7643D

Two needles 20” long arm (508 mm) compound feed sewing machine  
for extra-heavy materials with extra large hook. Equipped with pneumatic 
backtacking and presser foot lifter, Ho Hsing servo motor of 1 HP power. 
Height of presser foot 28 mm, stitch length 10 mm. 
Complete 6.750 

508 mm

SW-4610H-30”/BT/FL 0A7643F

Single needle 30” long arm (762 mm) compound feed sewing machine 
for extra-heavy materials with extra large hook. Equipped with pneumatic 
backtacking and presser foot lifter, Ho Hsing servo motor of 1 HP power. 
Height of presser foot 28 mm, stitch length 10 mm. 
Complete 8.875 

SW-4620H-30”/BT/FL 0A7643G

Two needles 30” long arm (762 mm) compound feed sewing machine  
for extra-heavy materials with extra large hook. Equipped with pneumatic 
backtacking and presser foot lifter, Ho Hsing servo motor of 1 HP power. 
Height of presser foot 28 mm, stitch length 10 mm. 
Complete 9.160 

762 mm
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SW-767H-7 0A7634A

Single needle large hook longer arm (300 mm.) compound feed sewing 
machine. Equipped with electric thread trimmer. Equipped with pneumatic 
backtacking, presser foot lifter, upper big dial to control the presser feet 
jumping height and two stitch length dial selectors. Includes small front 
panel with 4 functions+end of bobbin counter, i70 servo motor of 750 watts 
and programmer. 
Complete 5.150* 

SW-767H-2-7 0A7634D

2 needles large hooks longer arm (300 mm.) compound feed sewing  
machine. Equipped with electric thread trimmer. Equipped with pneumatic 
backtacking, presser foot lifter, upper big dial to control the presser feet 
jumping height and two stitch length dial selectors. Includes small front 
panel with 4 functions+end of bobbin counter, i70 servo motor of 750 watts 
and programmer. 
Complete 6.050* 

SW-767H-AE 0A7634G

Single needle compound feed sewing machine equipped with side cutter 
and binding systems for quilts. Synchronized movement of side cutter  
and binding system. Includes pneumatic presser foot lifter. Dimensions  
of the hole for remaining cut fabric: 120x60 mm. 
Complete 6.600 

High speed compound feed machines

Edging sewing Inserting plastic chord in edge

2 fabrics over seaming Inserting plastic chord in  
the middle of the awning

SW-767H-2-7T 0A7606B1

2 needles compound feed sewing machine with speed 3.500 SPM with  
table and stand for sewing awnings. Head equipped with thread trimmer, 
backtacking, presser foot lifter, presser feet jumping, stitch length selector 
and double transport puller. Includes 6 m+6 m of tables and stands  
(supplied in sections of 2 meters) with rollers to help to transport heavy 
awnings. Includes 4 binders with quick change base to make 4 different 
kind of seams: binding, inserting spaghetti, union of fabrics and binding  
with spaguetti, insert plastic tube, binding with plastic tube and union  
of fabrics. Needle gauge 16 mm. 
Complete  14.500* 

Awnings machine

300 mm

95 mm
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SW-204SH-370/BT/FL 0A9005I / 0A7645E

Single needle flat bed compound feed sewing machine with Barrel  
KSP-204N large shuttle for heavy materials. Can sew materials up to  
20 mm height. Equipped with pneumatic backtacking and presser foot lifter. 
Equipped with Ho Hsing servo motor i90-4-ED-220-CE of 750w power. 
Complete 5.430 

SW-205SH-370/BT/FL 0A7645F

Single needle cylinder bed compound feed sewing machine with Barrel 
KSP-204N large shuttle for heavy materials. Can sew materials up to  
20 mm height. Equipped with pneumatic backtacking and presser foot lifter. 
Equipped with Ho Hsing servo motor i90-4-ED-220-CE of 750w power. 
Complete 5.430 

Barrel shuttle machines

SW-204SH-370-30”/BT/FL 0A7645M

Single needle long arm 30” (760 mm) flat bed compound feed  
sewing machine with Barrel KSP-204N large shuttle for heavy materials.  
Can sew up to 20 mm height. Equipped with pneumatic backtacking. 
Equipped with Ho Hsing servo motor i90-4-ED-220-CE of 750w power. 
and presser foot lifter. 
Complete 8.250 

760 mm
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Barrel shuttle machines

SW-205SH-370-25”/BT/FL 0A7645G

Single needle long arm 25” (635 mm) cylinder bed compound feed  
sewing machine with Barrel KSP-204N large shuttle for heavy materials. 
Can sew materials up to 20 mm height. Equipped with pneumatic  
backtacking and presser foot lifter. Equipped with Ho Hsing servo motor 
i90-4-ED-220-CE of 750w power. 
Complete 7.850 

SW-4338SH 0A7611T

Single needle flat bed compound feed sewing machine with Barrel  
KSP-204N large shuttle for heavy materials. Can sew materials up to  
20 mm height. Equipped with manual backtacking and knee presser foot lifter. 
Complete 3.900 

635 mm

SW-1338SH 0A7611R

Single needle cylinder bed compound feed sewing machine with Barrel 
KSP-204N large shuttle for heavy materials. Can sew materials up to 20 mm 
height. Equipped with manual backtacking and knee presser foot lifter. 
Complete 3.900 
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Barrel shuttle machines

SW-335H 0A7409A

Economical single needle compound feed sewing machine for binding 
equipped with vertical large capacity hook. Small cylinder bed. Stitch  
length 6 mm. 
Cylinder bed sizes: heigth= 52mm, width=50mm, circumference=170mm. 
Complete 1.210 

SW-335H/N 0A7409B

Same as SW-335H for plain sewing. 
Cylinder bed sizes: heigth= 52mm, width=50mm, circumference=170mm. 
Complete 1.210 

Cylinder bed compound feed machines

SW-SLH-2B-1FH 0A7645C

Top and bottom feed transport extra big capacity Barrel shuttle sewing 
machine for extra heavy materials. Can sew materials up to 32 mm height. 
Equipped with pneumatic presser foot lifter. 
Complete  7.830 

SW-1335H 0A7611M / 0A7644

1 needle machine compound feed for binding all types of leather garments 
and synthetic materials. Specially suitable for shoes, leather and suitcase  
or sport bags sewing, etc. Equipped with large hook (increase in capacity  
of thread: 40% more than machines with a normal hook). Cylinder-bed  
diameter: 46,5 mm. Available for plain sewing. Stitch length 6 mm. 
Cylinder bed sizes: heigth= 52mm, width=50mm, circumference=170mm. 
Complete 2.400 
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SW-1342H 0A7644C

Single needle compound feed sewing machine equipped with horizontal 
large hook, mechanical upper big dial for presser feet jumping height.  
Small cylinder bed size. Stitch length 8 mm. Equipped for plain sewing.  
Adler 269 presser feet system. 
Cylinder bed sizes: heigth= 78mm, width=72mm, circumference=260mm. 
Complete 2.800  
Option: pneumatic presser foot lifter W15109999+FTA9998 390 

Cylinder bed compound feed machines

SW-1342H-7 0A7644B

Single needle compound feed sewing machine equipped with large  
horizontal hook. Equipped electrical thread trimmer and tension opener. 
Equipped with pneumatic backtacking, upper big dial to control the presser 
feet jumping height and presser foot lifter. Adler 269 type presser feet. 
Cylinder bed sizes: heigth= 78mm, width=72mm, circumference=260mm. 
Complete 4.520 

SW-8510H/FL  0A7445A

Single needle compound feed post bed machine equipped with large hook. 
Maximun sewing speed 2.000 SPM, maximum stitch length 7mm, column 
heigth 165mm. Equipped with pneumatic presser foot lifter.. 
Complete set Ho Hsing servo motor G60-2 3.400 

SW-8520H/FL E

2 needles compound feed post bed machine equipped with large hooks. 
Maximun sewing speed 2.000 SPM, maximum stitch length 7mm, column 
heigth 165mm. Equipped with pneumatic presser foot lifter..  
Gauge 5/16”    0A7644E 
Complete set Ho Hsing servo motor G60-2 3.550  
Gauge 3/8”     0A7644F 
Complete set Ho Hsing servo motor G60-2 3.550 

Post bed compound feed
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SW-8520H-3/BT/FL 0A7644G

2 needles post bed compound feed sewing machine with split needle bar 
system. Equipped with pneumatic backtacking and presser foot lifter.  
Maximum sewing speed 2.000 SPM, maximum stitch length 7 mm, height  
of post bed 165 mm. 
Complete set 4.750 

Post bed compound feed

SW-8410H-ALT-45L 0A7640

Single needle post bed compound feed sewing machine. Equipped with thin 
and high column of 45 cm placed at the left side of the needle. Maximum 
sewing speed 1.600 SPM, maximum stitch length 6 mm. Working space:  
250 mm width and 520 mm height. 
Complete 4.200 

SW-8810 0A7618A

Single needle post bed machine with small hook machine for sewing  
shoes. Equipped with transport by needle, roller feed dog and roller  
presser foot. Without backtacking. 
Complete  1.435 

SW-8820 0A7619A

Two needles post bed machine with small hooks machine for sewing  
shoes. Equipped with transport by needle, roller feed dog and roller  
presser foot. Without backtacking. 
Complete  1.565 
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Post bed machines for shoe

SWD-1591-7                                                 0A7618K1

Single needle post bed sewing machine with large hook and small size  
column. Equipped with electric thread trimmer, backtacking and presser 
foot lifter. Needle feed transport, driven roller presser foot and roller feed 
dog. Chinese servo motor assembled in the rear lower part of the head. 
Head+servo motor 2.250 

SWD-1574-7  0A7618S1

Post bed sewing machine (2 needles) with large hook and small size  
column. Equipped with electric thread trimmer, backtacking and presser 
foot lifter. Needle feed transport, driven roller presser foot and roller feed 
dog. Chinese servo motor assembled in the rear lower part of the head.  
Head+servo motor 2.650 

SW-1591-7 0A7618R / 0A761813

Single needle post bed sewing machine with large hook and small size  
column. Equipped with electric thread trimmer, backtacking and presser foot 
lifter. Needle feed transport, driven roller presser foot and roller feed dog. 
Mini motor “Ho Hising” i70M-7-96-220-CE assembled in the rear lower part of 
the head. Incorporated LED lights, backtacking lever and sewing guide. 
Completa 3.100 
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Shoes repair machines

SW-7129 0A7411A

Single needle, lockstitch with short arm (310 mm) cylinder bed and small 
size bobbin shoe repairing sewing machine. It can sew extra heavy materials 
(leather, rubber, plastic, canvas, etc.) such as: shoes, boot, slipper, bag, doll 
hand and foot and all cylindrical goods. Also suitable for all kinds of shoes 
repair work in the shoemaker workshop. Presser foot rotatory 360°. 
Head 1.590 

310 mm

SW-7329H 0A7442A

Single needle, lockstitch with long arm (440 mm) cylinder bed and large 
bobbin shoe repairing sewing machine. It can sew extra heavy materials 
(leather, rubber, plastic, canvas, etc.) such as: shoes, boot, slipper, bag,  
doll hand and foot and all cylindrical goods. Also suitable for all kinds  
of shoes repair work in the shoemaker workshop. Can sew 360°.  
Presser foot rotatory 360°. 
Head 2.650 

440 mm
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Leather skiving machines

SW-801E 0A7630A

Leather skiving machine. Electric functions adjustable: knife turning  
movement, feeding stone turning movement and grinding stone movement.  
First and second functions are adjustable by 2 separate potentiometers. 
Head 1.950 

SW-801 0A7630

Leather skiving machine made with first quality materials which guarantee 
a long lasting and sure life as well as an easy use. It is equipped with auto-
matic chip cleaner and knife sharpening clutch. The maximum skiving width 
is 50 mm. Maintenance is very easy because the parts which wear away can 
be easily replaced. For all types of leather, synthetic leather, rubber, etc.
Head 1.435 
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Leather skiving machines

SW-TBA 0A7630C

Table, stand and electric suction motor for SW-801 & SW-801E.  870 

Drawer Electric suction motor

SW-8190-220V 0A7489

Electric hammer for shoes leather. 220V 1Ph motor. Includes stand.  
Complete  1.520 

SW-8190-380V 0A7485

Electric hammer for shoes leather. 380 V 3 Ph more power motor.  
Includes stand.   1.520 
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Leather skiving machines

SW-903 0A7479

Leather skived cutting machine.   
Head  680 

SW-20CT-340 0A7673

Leather bands cutting machine. Maximum cutting thickness 5 mm,  
maximum speed 6.5 m/min, width of bands from 3 mm to 340 mm,  
motor power 550 W, equipped with 8 knives. 
Head 1.850 

SW-20CT-400 0A7673B

Same as previous model with cutting width from 3 mm to 400 mm 
Head 1.950 

SW-1454-2 0A7484A

Single needle chainstitch overseaming for sewing insoles on the upper part 
of the shoes. With this machine leathers or textiles up to a thickness of 7 
mm can be sewn. Includes retractable guide. 
Complete 2.250 
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Zig-zag sewing machines

SWD-20U53 0A7472R1

Direct drive semi industrial use zig-zag sewing machine. Maximum  
zig-zag width 8 mm, 3 zig-zag positions (right, middle and left)  
for making buttonholes. 
Complete 800 

SWD-20U93 0A7472R2

Direct drive semi industrial use zig-zag sewing machine. Maximum zig-zag 
width 8 mm, 3 zig-zag positions (right, middle and left) for making button-
holes. Equipped with automatic oil lubrication system by oil pump. 
Complete 955 

Direct drive

SWD-2284-1 0A7472V1

High speed (5.500 SPM) zig-zag sewing machine. Maximum zig-zag width: 
6 mm. The machine makes simple 1 stitch 2 points zig-zag and also  
3 stitches 4 points by moving a lever. 
Complete 2.400 

Stitches

SWD-2290-E-7 0A7472U

Direct drive electronic zig-zag sewing machine equipped with thread  
trimmer, backtacking, thread wiper and presser foot lifter. Needle driven  
by stepping motor, feed dog moved by stepping motor. Includes  
30 designs. New designs can be created directly from the touch  
screen panel of the machine. 
Complete 5.150 
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Zig-zag sewing machines

Puller PUL0115

Puller for SW-217. 625 

CAM W217019

Parts need for 3 stitches zig-zag for machine SW-217 455 

Stitch

SW-217-1 0A7473B

Semi industrial tailoring zig-zag sewing machine of sewing space 265 mm. 
Maximum sewing width 12 mm, maximum stitch length 5 mm. Includes as 
serial equipment 3 complete gauges (presser foot, needle plate and feed 
dog): 12 mm width zig-zag, 6 mm width zig-zag and lockstitch.  
Table bobbin winder. 
Complete 2.300 

Stitch

SW-1566H 0A7611W

Single needle large hook zig-zag sewing machine. Maximum zig-zag width 
10 mm, maximum sewing speed 3.500 SPM. 
Complete 2.350 

Stitch

170mm

110 mm

SW-4566D 0A7472L2

Semi industrial zig-zag and lockstitch portable sewing machine. Transport 
by top and bottom presser feet and feed dog. Includes motor of 220V  
150w assembled in the head. The machine can be used manually (with  
motor) with simple adjustment and changing the hand wheel (included in 
the accessory box). Serial equipment; plastic portable bag with cover. 690 
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Zig-zag sewing machines

SW-1566H-CAM 0A7472M

Single needle large hook zig-zag sewing machine with interchangeable cams: 
1 step zig-zag, 3 steps zig-zag & straight stitch. Maximum speed 3.500 SPM 
Complete 3.500 

Stitches

SW-1566H-TB 0A7472K

Single needle large hook zig-zag sewing machine specially prepared  
for binding edges of awnings (available with 25 mm and 22 mm width tape). 
Maximum sewing speed 3.500 SPM. 
Complete 2.525 

SWD-1566H-7 0A7472O1

Direct drive high speed large hook zig-zag sewing machine. Functions:  
electronic thread trimmer, backtacking and presser foot lifter. Motor,  
control box and panel included in the head. Maximum speed 3.500 SPM, 
maximum zig-zag width 10 mm. Improved backtacking and presser foot 
lifter systems. 
Complete 3.450 

Stitch

Stitch
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Zig-zag sewing machines

SWD-1566H-CAM-7 0A7472O

Direct drive high speed large hook zig-zag sewing machine. Functions:  
electronic thread trimmer, backtacking and presser foot lifter. Motor,  
control box and panel included in the head. Maximum speed 3.500 SPM. 
Includes 3 interchangeable CAMs: lockstitch, 1 step zig-zag and 3 steps  
zig-zag. Improved backtacking and presser foot lifter systems. 
Complete  3.750 

Stitches

762 mm

SW-366SH-30”/BT/FL 0A7472G

Long arm 30” (762 mm) single needle flat bed zig-zag sewing machine 
equipped with pneumatic backtacking and presser foot lifter. For sewing  
extremely thick fabrics like sails. Equipped with large Barrel shuttle.  
Supplied with pneumatic upper and lower puller attachment  
and needle air cooling device. 
Complete 15.000 

Stitches

SWD-4536H 0A7473D

Direct drive top and bottom feed transport zig zag sewing machine 
equipped with large hook. Suitable for sewing medium heavy leather and 
synthetics materials. Equipped with semi-automatic lubrication system of 
bearings. 
Complete 3.250 

SWD-1536H/TB 0A7473C

Direct drive cylinder bed zig-zag sewing machine with top and bottom feed 
transport. Includes in accesory box the presser feet to make the machine 
binding (excluding binder). 
Complete 3.250 
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Zig-zag sewing machines

SWD-380-1 0A7621A

Direct drive single needle 2 threads double chainstitch sewing machine.  
Maximum speed 4.000 SPM.  
Complete 1.425 

SWD-380 1/4” 0A7621F

Direct drive single needle 2 threads double chainstitch sewing machine.  
Maximum speed 4.000 SPM.  
Complete 1.425 

Double chainstitch machines

SW-8536H 0A747202

1 needle post bed zig zag sewing machine specially designed for sewing 
shoes and other medium-heavy materials like leather, artificial leather and 
heavy fabrics that are difficult to be sewn with a flat bed zig zag sewing 
machine. The machine can do from straight to 8 mm zig zag stitch width. 
Equipped with vertical normal size hook and semi-automatic lubricating 
system. Size of the post bed: 58 mm x 64 mm. 
Head only 2.950 

Stitch

Feed off the arm machines

SW-345-1P 0A7471D

2 needles 4 threads double chainstitch feed off the arm sewing machine with 
rubber puller for shirts. Maximum speed 2.800 SPM. Gauge 3/16” (4,8 mm). 
Complete  2.750 
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Feed off the arm machines

SWD-345-2P 0A7460M

Direct drive (servo motor inside the head) 3 needles 6 threads (gauge  
1/14” = 6.4mm) double chainstitch feed off the arm sewing machine  
for closing jeans pants of heavy fabrics. Equipped with metal teeth  
puller rollers. Maximum sewing speed 3.200 SPM. 
Complete  2.850 

SWD-1377 0A7671A

Direct drive normal button sewing machine equipped with electronic  
presser foot lifter. Can sew buttons of 2 and 4 holes straight  
and also cross stitch. Includes LED lamp. 
Complete 1.750 

Puntadas

Button sewing machines
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Button sewing machines

SW-1903A/BTF 0A7660C

New button feeder machine of flat buttons equipped with Sewmaq brand 
head model SW-1903A with bobbin & hook with 2 threads (not single 
thread chainstitch). It is possible to sew buttons of 2, 3 & 4 holes.  
The diameter of the buttons must be from 8 up to 26 mm. Easy to  
adjust by using touch screen panel, simple and very intuitive. SMC  
brand pneumatic cylinders and rail selection made by Japan THL brand.  
To adjust the width & thickness of the button we only need to put 2 buttons 
in the adjusting points and to change the feeding part (in case the  
distance between holes or the number of holes of the button changes). 
Complete 7.925 

Bartacking+button sewer+40x30mm pattern sewing machine

  •  TO TRANSFORM THE FUNCTION TAKES  
ONLY 1 MINUTE (BY OPERATOR)!!!

  •  NO NEED TECHNICIAN!!!

3 Functions

1.  Bartacking 2.  30x40 mm pattern sewing 3.  Button sewer

40 mm

30 mm

SW-1900A-3F 0A7660Z

Direct drive electronic lockstitch button sewing machine.  
Equipped with touch screen panel with easy use. New designs can  
be created directly from the machine’s panel. Included all QUICK CHANGE 
parts to transform the machine from button into bartacking or pattern  
sewing (need 1 minute to change the mechanic parts). Special designs  
can be created from an external computer by using software. 
Complete 4.550 
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SW-1254 0A7660I

Electronic bartacking machine direct drive specially prepared for sewing 
round stitches on cushions and other similar items. The presser foot and  
the needle bar lifts up 70 mm in order to leave space for putting the  
thick cushion under.* 
Complete 9.200 

Sewing round stitches on cushions

SWD-781-U 0A7053A

Direct drive mechanical lockstitch buttonhole sewing machine equipped 
with servo motor inside the head and electronic presser foot lifter. Speed 
adjustable through the panel. With the servo motor technology this machine 
has less mechanical parts. Maximum buttonhole length: 32 mm. 
Complete 3.530 

SW-1792-SM 0A7628V

Direct drive electronic lockstitch buttonhole sewing machine supplied with 
small control box and color touch screen panel. Equipped with X and Y 
stepping motors for fabric feeding and stepping motor for fabric cutting. 
Supplied with 120 mm length buttonhole gauge assembled in the machine 
and 36 mm length gauge in the accessory box. 30 different buttonhole  
programs inside the memory. Multi cutting fabric system: no need to 
change the knife for sewing different buttonhole lengths. 
Complete 5.300 

Buttonhole machines

* Under demand (not in sock)
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Buttonhole machines

Pattern sewing machines

SW-2210J-NAA AUT0008A

Automatic pattern sewing with sewing area 220 x 100 mm. Equipped with 
pneumatic clamps lifter in 1 time or 2 times (parts left and right), jumping 
presser foot, small aluminium control box and touch screen panel. Includes 
pneumatic label turner. New designs can be made with the panel or external 
program. 
Complete 9.850 

SW-1904-SM 0A7660H3

Small size pattern sewing machine with sewing area 60 x 40 mm.  
Equipped with jumping presser foot, direct drive servo motor, small alumini-
um control box and touch screen panel that allows to create new sewing  
designs. Transport by X and Y stepping motors, pneumatic presser foot lifter. 
Complete 5.125 

40 mm

60 mm

SW-9820-01-SM 0A7628J1

Direct drive electronic chainstitch eyelet buttonhole sewing machine with 
small size aluminium control box and color touch screen panel. Transport  
of the fabric by X and Y stepping motors. Cutting buttonhole before or after  
sewing. Possibility to make buttonholes straight, with eyelet head, with end 
backtacking and round. 
Complete 8.950 
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Pattern sewing machines

SW-3020J-NAA AUT0008E

Pattern sewing machine with sewing maximum area 300 x 200 mm. 
Equipped with automatic thread trimmer and 1 or 2 steps pneumatic  
clam and icons touch screen panel. Includes pneumatic label turner.
The new simple designs can be created directly from the panel of the  
machine, the most sophisticated can designs can be made through  
a software (supplied by Reymatex with extra cost) from outside  
computer and transmitted to the machine by a USB port.
The main motor of 750w allows to use the machine for sewing heavy  
materials such as leather. 
Complete 15.500 

SW-3020M-NAA AUT0008

Pattern sewing machine with maximum area 300 x 200 mm. Equipped with 
automatic thread trimmer and 1 or 2 steps pneumatic clam and icons touch 
screen panel. The new simple designs can be created directly from the  
panel of the machine, the most sophisticated can designs can be made 
through a software (supplied by Reymatex) from outside computer  
and transmitted to the machine by a USB port. 
The main motor of 750w allows to use the machine for sewing heavy mate-
rials such as leather. 
Complete 14.500 

SWD-M10 AUT0008G

Pattern sewing machine with maximum sewing area 120 x 90 cm. Equipped 
with a 360º rotating head to achieve decorative stitches whatever the 
sewing angle, 3,500ppm, stitch length 0.05-12.7mm. The presser foot lifts 
55mm allowing you to sew very thick materials. Automatic adjustment of 
the skipping presser foot according to the thickness of the material to be 
sewn. Equipped with hook with 2 times greater capacity, 7” color touch 
seam programmer, memory for 999 sewing designs, allows reading of FD, 
SM, CF, SD formats, etc. 
Complete 19.500 
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SWD-813 0A7460O

Direct drive industrial use blindstitch sewing machine for extremely light 
material such as wedding dress fabrics. With 36 different points of stitch 
regulation. 
Complete 1.645 

Blindstitch machines

SW-101-M 0A7460A

Industrial blindstitch hemmer with movable arm, is suitable for light  
to medium weight materials such as dressmaking, tailoring, curtains  
and soft furnishings. 
Complete 1.425 

SWD-361H 0A7460J

Direct drive blindstitch sewing machine for heavy materials. 
Complete 1.850 

SWD-101-M7 0A7460A1

Direct drive industrial blindstitch sewing machine for medium materials 
equipped with servo motor, pneumatic thread trimmer and presser foot 
lifter. 
Complete 3.300 
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Blindstitch machines

SW-1190-M 0A7460D

Double face tucking blindstitch sewing machine. Felling the both inner faces 
of materials with 2 independent plungers, the seams are invisible on both 
surfaces of materials. 
Complete 3.250 

SW-1012 0A7443

Blindstitch sewing machine specially designed for making classic pants belt 
loops. Equipped with front knives for cutting the remaining fabric and top 
feed transport. Size of finished belt loop: 10 mm. 
Complete 2.800 

SW-500 0A7434A

Newly designed semi industrial blindstitch sewing machine for all kinds  
of materials from thin to thick. Motor included, knee presser foot lifter. 
Head 435 
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Blindstitch machines

SW-512 0A7434B

Newly designed semi industrial blindstitch sewing machine special for thin 
materials. Motor included, knee presser foot lifter. 
Head 530 

RM-600A Made in China 0A7463

Economic single needle 1 thread portable bag closer sewing machine. 
Equipped with electric motor of 220 V 1 PH. 350 

SW-300A Made in Taiwan 0A7461

Portable single thread bag closer machine. 585 

SW-600A Made in Taiwan 0A7461A

Portable single thread bag closer machine New Long type. 585 

SW-600AC Made in Taiwan 0A7461C

Portable single thread bag closer machine for tape binding.  
Available for tape of 50 mm & 70 mm. 885 

SW-602A Made in Taiwan 0A7461E

Portable two threads bag closer machine. 675 

Bag closer machines
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Bag closer machines

SW-900A Made in Taiwan 0A7461B

Industrial bag closer machine to be installed in a column. 3.350 

SW-900AC Made in Taiwan 0A7461D

Industrial bag closer machine to be installed in a column for binding  
(entering size of tape: 70 mm). 
Head 3.600 

SW-MF300A Made in Taiwan 0A7461H

Bag closer sewing machine equipped with movable stand 4 wheels,  
handle and switch by pedal (optional). Equipped with head SW-300A  
of single needle a single thread simple chainstitch. The production  
can be increased comparing with hand portable bag closer machines. 
Complete set 1.050 

SW-FF300A Made in Taiwan 0A7461G

Single needle 1 thread bag closer machine equipped with stand and flat 
movable carriage for sewing full bags. The height of the head can be  
adjusted in the column up to 850 mm. Length of the horizontal track: 1.200 mm. 
Complete set 1.550 
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SWD-X1-3(0x5) 0A7702F

1 needle 3 threads 7.500 SPM Pegasus EX type, 5 mm overedge.  
Equipped with motor, control box and panel inside the head.  
Includes LED lamp. Needle positioning function. 
Complete 895 

SWD-X1-3(0x1.5) 0A7702G

1 needle 3 threads 7.500 SPM Pegasus EX type, 5 mm overedge for fine 
edging seam. Equipped with motor, control box and panel inside the head.  
Includes LED lamp. Needle positioning function. 
Complete 925 

SWD-X1-4(2x4) 0A7702C

2 needles 4 threads 7.000 SPM Pegasus EX type, 2 mm between needles 
and 4 mm overedge. Equipped with motor, control box and panel inside  
the head. Includes LED lamp. Needle positioning function. 
Complete 895 

SWD-X1-5(3x4) 0A7702D

2 needles 5 threads 6.500 SPM Pegasus EX type, 3 mm between needles 
and 4 mm overedge. Equipped with motor, control box and panel inside  
the head. Includes LED lamp. Needle positioning function. 
Complete 925 

SWD-X1-5(5x5) 0A7702E

2 needles 5 threads 6.500 SPM Pegasus EX type, 5 mm between needles 
and 4 mm overedge. Equipped with motor, control box and panel inside  
the head. Includes LED lamp. Needle positioning function. 
Complete 925 

Overlock machines

SWD-C1-4(2x4)  0A7702N

High speed direct drive 2 needles 4 threads overlock sewig machine. 
Equipped with motor, control box all in the head. Includes LED lamp. 
Complete 775 

SWD-C1-5(3x4) 0A7702O

High speed direct drive 2 needles 5 threads (3x4) overlock sewig machine. 
Equipped with motor, control box all in the head. Includes LED lamp. 
Complete 795 

SWD-C1-5(5x5)  0A7702P

High speed direct drive 2 needles 5 threads (5x5) overlock sewig machine. 
Equipped with motor, control box all in the head. Includes LED lamp. 
Complete 795 
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Overlock machines

SWD-X2-3(0x5) 0A7702L

1 needle 3 threads 7500 SPM overlock machines. 5mm overedge. Equipped 
with electronic presser foot lifter. direct drive servo motor, panel and con-
trol all included inside the head. 
Complete 995 

SWD-X2-3(0x1.5) 0A7702M

1 needle 3 threads 7500 SPM overlock machines 1.5mm overedge for fine 
edging seam (metal feed dog). Equipped with electronic presser foot lifter. 
direct drive servo motor, panel and control all included inside the head. 
Complete 995 

SWD-X2-3(0x1.5)RB PGN2102+PGN2104A+PGN2105A+PGN2107+KIN2199

1 needle 3 threads 7500 SPM overlock machines 1.5mm overedge for 
fine adging seam (RUBBER feed dog) for thin material, web dresses, etc. 
Equipped with electronic presser foot lifter. Direct drive servo motor, panel 
and control box all included in the head. 
Complete 1.250 

SWD-X2-4(2x4) 0A7702H

2 needles 4 threads 7000 SPM overlock machines. Gauge 2mm between 
needles and 4mm overedge (total 6mm). Equipped with electronic presser 
foot lifter. direct drive servo motor, panel and control all included inside the 
head. 
Complete 995 

SWD-X2-5(3x4)+(5x5) 0A7702I

2 needles 5 threads 6500 SPM overlock machines. Gauge 3mm between 
needles and 4mm overedge. Equipped with electronic presser foot lifter. 
direct drive servo motor and panel, control all included inside the head. 
Includes FOC in accesory box complete gauge 5 threads (5x5). 
Complete 1.025 

Presser foot lifter.

SWD-X5-4(2x4) 0A7702

Direct drive 2 needles 4 threads overlock machine equipped with LED lamp, 
electronic chainstitch cutter and electronic presser foot lifter. Automatic 
chainstitch cutter activated by sensor. Speaking machine with USB port. 
Complete 1.650 

SWD-X5-5(3x4) 0A7702A

Direct drive 2 needles 5 threads (3+4 mm) overlock machine equipped  
with LED lamp, electronic chainstitch cutter and electronic presser foot 
lifter. Automatic chainstitch cutter activated by sensor. Speaking machine 
with USB port. 
Complete 1.690 

SWD-X5-5(5x5) 0A7702B

Direct drive 2 needles 5 threads (5+5 mm) overlock machine equipped  
with LED lamp, electronic chainstitch cutter and electronic presser foot 
lifter. Automatic chainstitch cutter activated by sensor. Speaking machine 
with USB port. 
Complete 1.690 
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Overlock machines

SWD-X6-4(2x4)/SS033/CV08F-2 0A7702K

2 needles 4 threads high speed overlock machine (up to 7.000 SPM) with 
direct drive servo motor. Equipped with pneumatic side chainstitch cutter, 
pneumatic presser foot lifter, front and rear suction devices, pneumatic 
tension opener and 2 sensors. 
Complete  1.475 

A.  Pneumatic presser foot lifter  
& chainstitch cutter.

B.  Pneumatic tension opener.

Economic overlock machine    

SWD-734S(2x4) 0A7731E

2 needles 4 threads direct drive overlock machine equipped with control 
box and panel integrated in the head. 
Complete  625 

SWD-735S(3x4) 0A7731F

2 needles 5 threads (3x4) indusrial use overlock machine equipped with 
direct drive servo motor, control box and panel included in the head. 
Complete set  685 

SWD-5214T(2x4) 0A7728D

Direct drive 2 needles 4 threads gauge 2+4 mm top feed overlock  
machine 5.500 SPM. Needle positioning motor. 
Head 1.725 

SWD-5216T(5x5)  0A7728C

Direct drive 2 needles 5 threads gauge 5+5 mm top feed overlock  
machine 5.000 SPM. Needle positioning motor. 
Head 1.750 

Top feed overlock machines
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Interlock machines

Flat bed interlock 3 needles machine with upper and lower covering threads. 
Equipped with mini servo motor in the head and all the necessary components 
for the following 3 functions:  

• Plain sewing 
• Tape binding (includes tape roller holder and tape guides) 
• Overlock covering seam

3 Functions

01.  Plain sewing
02.  Tape binding  

(includes tape roller  
holder and tape guides)

03. Overlock covering  
  seam.

3 Functions3 Functions

Electronic presser foot lifter

SWD-W2-03CBX364+356  0A7662D3

3 gauges 5.6mm and 3 gauges 6.4mm, includes electric presser foot lifter, 
without the necessity to add the second pedal or the chain. 
 
Complete   1.250 6 Gauges6 Gauges

SWD-W1-03CBx356/364 0A7662D4

3 gauges 5.6mm and 3 gauges 6.4mm: plain sewing, tapes binding and over-
lock covering seam. Does not include electric presser foot lifter. 

Completa 1.150 6 Gauges6 Gauges

Servo motor

SWD-562-03CBx356/364  0A7661I

3 Gauges3 Gauges
3 gauges 6.4mm: plain sewing, tape binding and overlock covering seam.

Complete 965 
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Flat bed interlock machines

SWD-W5-01CBX364/UTM-1E 0A7666H

3 needles 5 threads flat bed interlock machine with upper and lower  
covering electronic threads trimmers, electronic presser foot lifter.  
Direct drive servo motor. 
Complete 2.750 

SWD-P5-01CBX364/UTM-1E 0A7764C

Three needles direct drive cylinder bed interlock machine with upper and 
lower covering threads. Equipped with electric upper and lower threads 
trimmers and presser foot lifter. 
Complete 2.550 

SWD-P1-01CBX364 0A7764B

3 needles 5 threads direct drive cylinder bed interlock machine with upper 
an lower covering threads. Speed 6.000 SPM. 
Complete 2.050 

Cylinder bed interlock machines
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Multineedle chainstitch

SW-1404P 0A7642

4 needles double chainstitch sewing machines with rear puller. 
Complete  1.865  
0A7648C 3/4” 
0A7648B 1” 
0A7642 1-1/8” 
0A7648E 1-1/4” 
0A7648A 1-1/2”

SW-1404PMD 0A7636

4 needles double chainstitch sewing machines with rear puller and front 
elastic metering device. 
Complete  2.170  
0A7636A 3/4” 
0A7636D 1-1/8” 
0A7636 1-1/4” 
0A7636B 1-1/2”

SW-1412P 0A7637

Double chainstitch 12 needles sewing machine equipped with rear puller 
with plain rubber rollers. Includes 24 thread cones stand spool.  
Available in gauges 1/4” and 3/16”. 
Complete  2.710  
0A7637 1/4” 
0A7637B 3/16” 

SW-1412PQ 0A7637A / 0A7637E

12 needles double chainstitch zig-zag sewing machine equipped with rear 
puller and front metering device for inserting under every chainstitch one 
elastic thread. Equipped with 36 threads stand spool. Available in gauges 
3/16” and 1/4”. 
Gauge 1/4” 0A7637A 
Gauge 3/16” 0A7637E 
Head  3.300 

SW-302-4W 0A7635

2 needles double chainstitch zig-zag (3 stitches 4 points) sewing machine 
for picot and fagoting decorative stitches with 1 or 2 needles. 
Head 2.750 

SW-1404PMD

SW-1404P

SW-1412P

SW-1412PQ

SW-302-4W
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SW-306 0A7903 / 0A9009 / BBA063

1 needle 2 threads abutted seam sewing machine with overlapping fabrics 
finishing. 
Complete 2.250 

SW-306A 0A7903C

1 needle 2 threads abutted seam sewing machine with no overlapping fab-
rics finishing. 
Complete 2.350 
* Both machines can be transformed from 2 threads to 1 thread.

Carpet overedge machines

Chainstitch machines for jeans

SW-1508P 0A7639

4 needles double chainstitch sewing machine for jeans waist band. Rear 
metal tooth puller. Gauge 1/4”-1”-1/4”. 
Complete 2.215

SW-1508PR 0A7639A

4 needles double chainstitch sewing machine for jeans waist band. Rear 
metal tooth puller double compensated. Gauge 1/4”-1”-1/4”. 
Complete 2.600 

SW-1503PTF 0A7638

3 needles double chainstitch sewing machine for lap seaming. Equipped 
with rear puller. Gauge 1/4”. 
Complete 2.035 

SW-B2000C 0A7104A

2 needles lower covering thread sewing machine for making jeans belt 
loops. Equipped with front knives to use rests of fabric. Gauge 1/4”, includes 
binder. 
Complete 1.982 

Abutted seam machines

SW-2503 0A7451A

1 needle 3 threads decorative carpets and rugs finishing sewing machine. 
For thick carpets and rugs.  
Complete 4.475 

SW-2503-K 0A7451D

1 needle 3 threads decorative carpets and rugs finishing sewing machine 
with side cutter remaining attachment. For thick carpets and rugs. 
Complete 4.725 

SW-1508P

SW-1508PR

SW-1503PTF

SW-B2000C

SW-306

SW-306A

SW-2503

SW-2503-K
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Decorative stitches machines

SW-200-040M 0A7485A

Chainstitch hand stitch imitation sewing machine with 2 needles 1 thread. 
Supplied with gauge 4mm assembled in the head. Gauges 2, 3 and 5 mm 
supplied in the accessory box. 
Complete 2.700 

Hand stitch imitation machines

SW-785-7-BT AUT0042J

Hand stitch imitation machine. Equipped with electronic upper and lower 
feed dog and presser feet transports controlled by stepping motors  
and touch screen panel. With Efka servo motor, mechanic thread trimmer  
system assembled in the presser feet, start and end electronic backtackings. 
Complete 10.700 

SW-38 0A7452

1 needle 2 threads shell stitch sewing machine. Can make stitches in groups 
of 1, 4 or 8 stitches. Stitch width 10-12 mm.  
Complete 3.314 

SW-27 0A7452B

1 needle 2 threads shell stitch sewing machine. Can make stitches in groups 
of 1, 4 or 8 stitches. Stitch width 7-9 mm. 
Complete 3.314 

SW-17 0A7452A

Single needle 2 threads shell -shape stitch edging overlock machine.  
Groups of 3 or 6 stitches per shall-shape. For cotton, Lycra thin knittings. 
Stitch width: 4-5 mm. 
Complete 3.314 

SW-18SF 0A7452C

Single needle 1 thread shell -shape stitch edging overlock machine. Groups 
of 1 stitch per sell-shape. For blankets finishing. Stitch width: 8-10 mm. 
Complete 3.314 

7-9 mm 7-8 mm

SW-27

8-12 mm 8-10 mm

SW-38

8-10 mm

10-12 mm

4-6 mm 4-5 mm

SW-17

SW-200-040M
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Pneumatic button attaching machines

SW-1H 0AT009

Multi use pneumatic button attaching machine of single head. The machine 
can be used for curtain rings, garment, jeans, canvas, leather, etc depending 
on the head. 
Complete 830 

SW-3H 0AT011

Multi use pneumatic button attaching machine of 3 heads. The machine  
can be used for curtain rings, garment, jeans, canvas, leather, etc depending 
on the head. 
Complete 1.100 

SW-12H 0AT010

Multi use pneumatic button attaching machine of 12 heads. The machine  
can be used for curtain rings, garment, jeans, canvas, leather, etc depending 
on the head. 
Complete 1.680 
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Enconadoras

SW-101B 0AT007A

Máquina de rellenar bobinas de hilo con canilla de tamaño normal.  
Sensor que para la máquina, cuando está la bobina llena. 115

SW-200 0AT005

Enconadora de 2 conos. 380

SW-400 0AT006

Enconadora de 2 conos. 545
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Semi industrial steam generators

COMPACTA 0B2001

2 liters capacity boiler steam generator. Equipped with industrial hand iron 
with wooden handle and silicone base for hand iron. Boiler heater: 0,9 Kw. 
For domestic use.  385 

Table with wheels for COMPACTA 0B2002  65 

PRATIKA 0B2003

5 liters capacity boiler steam generator. Equipped with industrial hand iron 
with wooden handle, silicone base for hand iron and glass level to check the 
level of remaining water inside the boiler. Boiler heater: 1,9 Kw. 675 

Table with wheels for PRATIKA 0B2004 97 

PRATIKA 0B2003W

Pratika with structure made of white color painted iron. 675 

PRATIKA Complete 0B2A03

5 liters capacity boiler steam generator. Equipped with industrial hand iron 
with wooden handle, silicone base for hand iron and tank with water that 
allow continuous steam supply without need to stop ironing because the 
boiler always can get water from the lower tank. Boiler heater: 1.9 Kw. 998 

PRATIKA Complete 0B2A03W

Pratika Complete with structure made of white color painted iron. 998 
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Universal semi industrial ironing tables

COMELUX-A 0B2006

Folding ironing table with fan for steam suction, heated  
ironing surface. Without hand iron. Board sizes: 1.100x220-350 mm. 397 

COMELUX-A-S 0B2006S

Folding ironing table with fan for steam suction and blowing functions, heated 
ironing surface. Without hand iron. Board sizes: 1.100x220-350 mm. 526 

COMELUX-A-MAXI 0B2006MR

Comelux-A-MAXI With wide board with adjustable height. 685 

COMELUX-AS-R 0B2006SR

Comelux-AS-R With blowing and suction board and adjustable height. 569 

Arm for COMELUX tables (without heating and suction functions).  

0B2015A 55 

COMELUX-C 0B2007

Folding ironing table with fan for steam suction function, heated ironing 
surface with 2 liters capacity boiler & hand iron with wooden handle. Board 
sizes: 1.100x220-350 mm. 819 

COMELUX-C-S 0B2007S

Folding ironing table with fan for steam suction & blowing functions, heated 
ironing surface with 2 liters capacity boiler & hand iron with wooden handle. 
Board sizes: 1.100x220-350 mm. 923 

COMELUX-C-MAXI 0B2007MR

Comelux-C-MAXI With wide board with adjustable height. 1.090 

COMELUX-CS-R 0B2007SR

Comelux-CS-R With blowing and suction board and adjustable height. 960 

Arm for COMELUX tables (without heating and suction functions).  

0B2015A 55 

COMELUX-C5 0B2008

Folding ironing table with fan for steam suction function, heated ironing 
surface with 5 liters capacity boiler & hand iron with wooden handle.  
Board sizes: 1.100x220-350 mm. 1.046 

COMELUX-C5-S 0B2008S

Folding ironing table with fan for steam suction & blowing functions,  
heated ironing surface with 5 liters capacity boiler & hand iron with  
wooden handle. Board sizes: 1.100x220-350 mm. 1.123 

COMELUX-C5-MAXI 0B2008MR

Comelux-C5-MAXI With wide board with adjustable height. 1.332 

COMELUX-C5S-R 0B2008SR

Comelux-C5S-R With blowing and suction board and adjustable height. 1.275 

Arm for COMELUX tables (without heating and suction functions).  

0B2015A 55 
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BR/A/SXD 0B2032D

Universal industrial ironing table with fan for steam suction function.  
Heated board surface. 3 different height position adjustable table: minimum 
820 mm, average 900 mm & maximum 980 mm. The suction fan pedal and 
the arm (not included) can be installed in both right and left sides of the 
table; the table can be used by right handed & left handed.  
Board sizes: 1.200x250-350 mm.  977 

Industrial universal ironing tables

Rectangular semi industrial ironing tables

3 positions3 positions

FUTURA-RA 0B2012

Rectangular steam ironing table with fan for steam suction, heated ironing 
surface. Ironing board sizes: 1.150x620 mm. Without hand iron. 645 

Arm with holder for FUTURA-RA ironing tables. 0B2015B 58 

FUTURA-RC5 0B2014

Rectangular steam ironing table with fan for steam suction, heated ironing 
surface with 5 liters capacity boiler and hand iron with wooden handle.  
Ironing board sizes: 1.150 x 620 mm. It guarantees an impeccable ironing  
on all types of fabrics. 1.197 

Arm with holder for FUTURA-RA ironing tables. 0B2015B 58 
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Industrial universal ironing tables

BR/A 0B2032

Universal industrial ironing table with fan for steam suction function. Heated 
board surface. Board sizes: 1.170x250-370 mm. Without hand iron. 979 

BR/A + ASP 0B2032C

Universal industrial ironing table with fan for steam suction function  
with 0,55 Kw 380V (three phase) motor. Heated board surface.  
Board sizes: 1.170x250-370 mm. Without hand iron. 1.370 

BR/A/S 0B2041

Industrial universal ironing table with suction and blowing functions,  
without height adjust function prepared to install 1 arm (arm not included). 
Board sizes: 1.170x250-370 mm. Hand iron, aerial support and lamp not 
included. 2.565 

BR/A/SR 0B2042A

Industrial universal ironing table with suction and blowing functions 
equipped with height adjustable function, heated ironing surface with 0.8HP 
power suction 220 V motor. Prepared to install 2 arms (arms not included). 
Iron, lamp, iron air holders not included. Board sizes: 1.170x250-350 mm.  
 2.875 

BR/A/SR 0B2042B

Industrial universal ironing table with suction and blowing functions 
equipped with height adjustable function, heated ironing surface with 0.8 
HP power suction 220 V motor. Complete with 1 set standard arm, 1 set 
cushion type arm, lamp and iron air holders. Board sizes: 1.170x250-350 mm. 
BBA2AA+BBA21A+BBA124A+0B2024+0B2026 4.005  
Note: hand iron & steam generator not included in the price.

Industrial universal ironing tables with suction and blowing fan
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FB/F-LT25 0B2C16

Electric steam generator to be connected to steam net, does not includes 
electrovalves. To be used to supply steam to 7 or ironing tables or one 
mannequin or topper. Can be used 100% or 50% of the heating elements. 
- 18 Kw heaters power code: 0B2C16 4.700  
- 24 Kw heaters power code: 0B2G16 4.700  
• Option: tank to recuperate the extra water. BBA280 895 

Board for pants seams opening

BR/A/AC 0B2A32

Industrial ironing table with fan for steam suction function special for  
opening seams in pants, heated ironing surface. Without hand iron. 1.348 

FB/F-3R 0B2D16

Industrial steam generator for 2 hand irons equipped with 2 electrovalves, 
3 heaters of 2 Kw; the generator can work at 4 Kw or 6 Kws. Water boiler 
supply electric pump. Hand irons not included. 1.645 

FB/F-3R-WHITE 0B2D16W

FB/F-3R-WHITE With structure made of light grey color painted iron.  1.416 

FB/F-3R-INOX 0B2J16

FB/F-3R-INOX With stainless steel boiler.  2.500 

FB/F-3E 0B2B16

Industrial steam generator for 3 hand irons equipped with 3 electrovalves, 
3 heaters of 2 Kw; the genera tor can work at 4 Kw or 6 Kw. Water boiler 
supply electric pump. Hand irons not included. 1.780 

Industrial steam generators
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Industrial universal tables with steam generator

FR/F-2E 0B2B21

Universal ironing table with fan for steam suction function, 4 Kw boiler,  
automatic heater supply to the boiler by electric pump, 2 electrovalves,  
1 hand iron with wooden handle. Board sizes: 1.170x250-370 mm. 2.475 

FR/F-2E-INOX 0B2G21

FR/F-2E-INOX with stainless steel boiler. 3.250 

FR/F-2E-3R 0B2H21

Universal ironing table with fan for steam suction function, automatic heater 
supply to the boiler by electric pump, 2 electrovalves, 3 heaters of 2 Kw  
(6 Kw) & 1 hand iron with wooden handle. Board sizes: 1.170x250-370 mm.  
 2.850 

FR/F/PV *Not in stock 0B2030

Universal ironing table with fan for steam suction function,6 Kw boiler,  
automatic heater supply to the boiler by electric pump, 1 electrovalves,  
1 hand iron. Equipped with board with steam exits. Lamp and air iron  
holders not included. Board sizes: 1.290x250-410 mm. 4.220 

Spot lifter machines

ECOFLO 0B2056A

Industrial spot lifter machine with universal board with fan suction device  
& rotary arm. Equipped with 2 pneumatic guns, 2 deposits for spot lifter 
liquid & compressed air gun to quickly dry the textile surface after  
removing the stain. 2.515 
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MP/A 0B2044

Rectangular industrial use ironing table with plain board. The board can be 
inclined if need. Equipped with suction and heated board through electric 
heating element. Board sizes 1.250 x 750 mm. Hand iron not included. 1.197 

MP/A+ASP *Not in stock 0B2044A

Rectangular industrial use ironing table with plain board. The board  
can inclined if need. Equipped with increased suction and heated board  
through electric heating element. Board sizes 1.250 x 750 mm. Hand iron  
not included. 1.686 

MP/A+ASP(180x90) *Not in stock 0B2044C

Rectangular Universal industrial ironing table with fan for steam suction 
function with 1 HP 380 V motor. Heated board surface. Board sizes  
1.800x900 mm. Inclined board. Hand iron not included. 2.650 

MP/A+ASP(180x90) *Not in stock 0B2044K

Rectangular Universal industrial ironing table with fan for steam suction 
function with 1 HP 220 V motor. Heated board surface. Board sizes  
1.800x900 mm. Inclined board. Hand iron not included. 2.850 

MP/F 0B2035

Rectangular table with boiler of 4 Kw (2 heating elements) with automatic 
water pump supply included, 1 industrial hand iron, suction board function 
and electric heating board. Sizes of board: 1.200x700 mm. 3.030 

MP/F-2E-3R 0B2035A

Rectangular table with boiler of 6 Kw (3 heating elements) with automatic 
water pump supply included, 2 industrial hand irons, suction board function 
and electric heating board. Sizes of board: 1.200x700 mm. 3.150 

Industrial rectangular ironing tables
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Industrial rectangular ironing tables

MP/A/PV *Not in stock 0B2051A

Rectangular ironing machine not equipped with boiler. Sizes of board: 
1.800x900 mm. Inclinable board (220 V Single-phase). Hand iron not  
included. 6.000 

MP/F/PV *Not in stock 0B2051

Rectangular ironing machine with steaming and suction top functions.  
Sizes of board: 1.800x900 mm. For ironing wool knittings. Equipped with 
steam heating board, suction by using electric motor & hand iron with 
wooden handle. Power of boiler: 18 Kw 380 V. Includes hand iron with 
wooden handle, electrovalve and automatic to supply water to  
the boiler. 7.300 

MP/A/SR 0B2057

Rectangular universal ironing table with fan for steam suction and blowing 
functions, heated ironing surface with 0.80 HP 220 V motor (Prepared to 
install 2 arms). Board sizes 1.250x750 mm. Hand iron not included. 3.010 

MP/A/SR 0B2057A

Rectangular universal ironing table with fan for steam suction and blowing 
functions, heated ironing surface with 0.80 HP 220 V motor with two arms 
(normal & cushion) + aerial light + iron holder. Board sizes 1.250x750 mm  
Hand iron not included. 4.080 

MP/F/T *Not in stock 0B2054A

Rectangular ironing tables with suction fan function, 4 Kw boiler for ironing 
curtains. Boiler with 4 Kw, 380 V, equipped with air hand iron holder. Needs 
12 Kw free electricity supply. Board heated electrically. 7.200  
0B2054 Board 3.000x750 mm 1 hand iron with lamp. 7.045 
0B2059A Board 3.000x750 mm 2 hand irons no lamp. 7.475  
0B2059 Board 3.000x750 mm 2 hand irons with lamp. 7.615 

MP/A/T *Not in stock 

Other vacuum tables for boiler no iron curtain (requires 4 atmospheres of 
pressure steam generator in an independent use):
0B2054B Board 3.000x750 mm 220 V 5.485 
0B2054C Board 3.000x1.000 mm 220 V  6.390 
0B2054l Board 2.000x1.000 mm 220 V  5.190 
All these tables include rail, but not iron hand.

Rectangular universal ironing table with suction & blowing fan
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STANDARD ARM 

0B2024 Standard arm for BR and FR. 285 

BBA097A Standard arm for MP. 285  

0B2024A Standard arm for BR/A/SXD. 285 

25 mm 40 mm

65 mm 90 mm

575 mm

Large hand iron

Economic hand iron

Complete arms with holder

Hand iron holder+lamp 

Hand iron

COMEL LARGE HAND IRON 0B2017CG

Large size Comel industrial iron in aluminium. Ideal for tailors, sewing work-
shops & laundries. Equipped with thermostat, power switch, wooden handle 
(more durable and nice to touch), electric cable, 2.2 m steam tube & plug. 175 

COMEL LITTLE HAND IRON 0B2017C

Comel semi industrial iron in aluminium. Ideal for domestic use or sewing 
workshops. Equipped with thermostat, power switch, wooden handle  
(more durable and nice to touch), electric cable, 2.2 m steam tube & plug.134 

ECONOMIC COMEL HAND IRON 0B2017C1

Comel semi industrial iron in aluminium. Equipped with small micro,  
thermostat, power switch, wooden handle (more durable and nice  
to touch), electric cable, 2.2 m steam tube & plug. 122 

Seams opening hand iron 0B2018 245 
Steam gun with tube 0B2019 65 

BBA124 Only lamp 155 

BBA124A Hand iron aerial holder and tensor. 265 

BBA125 Horizontal+vertical bars for holding hand iron holder and lamp. 345  

BBA125B Metal board to install hand iron holder + lamp in MP/A. 93 
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CUSHION ARM 

0B2026 Cushion arm for BR and FR. 370 

BBA116 Cushion arm for MP. 370 

0B2026A Cushion arm for BR/A/SXD. 370 

MAN’S PADS 

BBA097F Pad arm for BR and FR. 370 

BBA097C Pad arm for MP. 370 

Complete arms with holder

LADY’S PADS 

BBA097D  For BR/A and FR/F. 370 

BBA097B For MP 370 

0B2024B  For BR/A/SXD 370 

LONG ARMS 

0B2027 Longer arm (75 cm) for BR/A 390 

0B2027A Longer arm (75 cm) for MP 390 

WAVY ARMS 0B2027B

For BR/A 390 

35 mm 55 mm

130 mm 290 mm

567 mm

85 mm

213 mm

132 mm

75 mm

213 mm

102 mm

25 mm 40 mm

65 mm 90 mm

750 mm

745 mm

50 mm

30 mm
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PLT500 50x40 0B4103

The thermoadhesive PL/T press, with its steel framework, is tough, safe, relia-
ble and easy to be operated. A manual control makes it possible to  
set the pressure of the top and the pressing time, whereas the temperature  
of the top is set through a digital thermostat. A safety device prevents  
the top from closing accidentally. The work surface is 500x400 mm. 2.506 *

PLT 1100P 110x40 0B4100

The thermoadhesive PL/T press, with its steel framework, is tough, safe, 
reliable and easy to be operated. A manual control makes it possible to  
set the pressure of the top and the pressing time, whereas the temperature 
of the top is set through a digital thermostat. A safety device prevents the 
top from closing accidentally. The work surface is 1.100x400 mm. 2.900 *

PLT900 90x40 0B4102

The thermoadhesive PL/T press, with its steel framework, is tough, safe,  
reliable and easy to be operated. A manual control makes it possible to  
set the pressure of the top and the pressing time, whereas the temperature  
of the top is set through a digital thermostat. A safety device prevents  
the top from closing accidentally. The work surface is 900x400 mm. 2.660 *

Steam condensation separator

BARILOTO BBA088A

Steam condensation separator with electrovalve. 410 

Fusing machines
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PLT 1250P 125x50 0B4101

The thermoadhesive PL/T press, with its steel framework, is tough, safe, reli-
able and easy to be operated. A manual control makes it possible to set the 
pressure of the top and the pressing time, whereas the temperature of the  
top is set through a digital thermostat. A safety device prevents the top 
from closing accidentally. The work surface is 1.250x500 mm. 3.030 *

Fusing machines

TABLE FOR FUSING MACHINES BAB001

Table for Comel PLT fusing machines. With system to block and fix the 
fusing machine to avoid the machine falls to the floor. 
Sizes: 711 x 511 x 787 mm. 245 

System  
to block  
& fix the fusing  
machine.

BIG WEIGHT 0B2058C

Large size (370x120 mm) weight of 2,90 kgs to hold the fabric in cutting  
process.  35 

MEDIUM WEIGHT 0B2058B

Medium size (325x120 mm) weight of 2,48 kgs to hold the fabric in cutting 
process.  30 

SMALL WEIGHT 0B2058A

Small size (270x100 mm) weight of 1,75 kgs to hold the fabric in cutting  
process.  26 

PAC 0B2058

Iron for fixing thermo adhesive paper for cutting. 415 

Cutting
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Toppers and mannequins

ZEUS/V 

Steam dummy with electronic card (15 programs) and control panel, fitted 
with 1,75 Hp. fan, stainless steel super-heater and steam atomizer for extra 
dry steam. 4.575 *

ZEUS/A 0B9070

Steam dummy with electronic card (15 programs) and control panel, fitted 
with 10 lts. boiler with pump, 1,75 Hp. ventilator, super-heater and steam 
atomizer for extra dry steam. 6.350 *

SIRIO/V 0B9080

Pneumatic topper suitable for the ironing of washed out and casual trousers 
without boiler. Fitted with crosswise stretching device and electronic 
pneumatic size regulator with sensors, electronic programmer with display,  
steam atomizer. Also supplied with adjustable pneumatic cylinders, 
leg-stretcher clamps with photocell, manual adjustment of air flow and 1,75 
Hp ventilator, in-built condense water separator and internal and external 
tensioning of the 2 clamps. - Hot air battery as standard equipment.  
 8.950 *

SIRIO/A 0B9070

Pneumatic topper with 10 lts. built-in boiler and pump, suitable for the 
ironing of washed out and casual trousers. Fitted with crosswise stretching 
device and electronic/pneumatic size regulator with sensors, electronic  
programmer with display, steam atomizer. Also supplied with adjustable 
pneumatic cylinders, leg-stretcher clamps with photocell, manual adjust-
ment of air flow and 1,75 Hp ventilator- and internal and external tensioning 
of the 2 clamps. (12KW standard - 9-15-18K W upon request). 10.850 *

Laundry table

ANDROMEDA Max Vap Mod. 2009 0B9103

Universal table for LAUNDRY use. Equipped with boiler of 6.000 W  
and 3 functions: steaming board, suction and blowing. Water supplied  
to the boiler by electric automatic pump. Includes aerial support for hand 
iron and lamp and 2 arms: universal and cushion shape. Equipped with  
industrial 800W hand iron Lenm Nuovo. Power of board surface heater  
1.100 W. Size of board 1.200x400 mm, sizes of packing 800x1800x1270 mm, 
gross weight 120 Kgs. 5.800 
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Continuous belt fusing machines

SW-500DH-380V 0B8013

Continuous belt fusing machine. Width of belt: 500 mm. Pneumatic pressure. 
Side opened machine. Digital control of temperature. Includes stand with  
4 wheels. 380 V. 5.550 *

SW-450-NZ 0B8021

Continuous belt fusing machine. Width of belt 450 mm. Pressure by springs. 
Side opened machine. Includes digital temperature control. Power 3.000 W  
at 220 V single phase.  3.350 

SW-600-NZ 0B8023

Continuous belt fusing machine with belt turning cleaners. Width of belt 
600 mm. Pressure by springs. Side opened machine. Includes digital  
temperature control. Power 4.500 W at 220 V single phase.  4.650 

SW-900-NZ 

Continous belt fusing machine of 900mm width belt, maximum temperature 
220ºC, micro switch control upper and lower belt pneumatic automatically 
extends the duration of the belts, pressure rollers of silicone, 9 groups of 
electric heaters. Includes cooling fan device, electronic temperature control 
system, power 9.8 Kw, wheels for easy moving of the machine, maximum 
pressutre 4Kgs/cm2.  
 15.850 

SW-1200-NZ  

Continous belt fusing machine of 1200mm width belt, maximum temperature 
220ºC, micro switch control upper and lower belt pneumatic automatically 
extends the duration of the belts, pressure rollers of silicone, 9 groups of 
electric heaters. Includes cooling fan device, electronic temperature control 
system, power 12.8 Kw, wheels for easy moving of the machine, maximum 
pressutre 4Kgs/cm2.  
 17.500 
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Hot air sealing machine

SW-3300-HA 0B8026

Post bed hot air seam sealing machine is a special equipment for the pro-
duction and processing of sealed seams used in medical protective clothing, 
outdoor sportswear (assault suits, sportswear, diving suits, raincoats), tents 
and other products. Temperature up to 700ºC, speed 1-24 m/min, width  
of blowable tape from 14-25mm (rollers width 14-25mm, roller lifting up 
distance from 10 to 30mm, power 3.000w, needs air compressed.  
Equipped with touch screen color panel.  
Complete set 4.900 

SW-2200-UR 0B8027

Ultrasonic welding machine equipped with rear puller. The machine  
generates ultrasonic waves by an ultrasonic generator using amplifier 
making thermal effect. Maximum power consumption: 2000W, working 
frequency:15KHz -20KHz, working speed: 1.0-20m/min, lace width: 60mm.  
Complete set 6.750 

Available rollers for SW-2200-UR 215  / per roller

Ultrasonic machine
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Transfer machines

SW-3838-MG  0B4136

Manual pressure transfer machine with plates 38x38cm equipped with  
solenoid electronic for automatic opening upper plate. Digital temperature 
and opening time controller. 880 

Solenoide para a la apertura del plato superior.

SW-3838 0B4135

Economic transfer press with 38 x 38 cm plate. Can be used for digital 
printing, sublimation, rhinestones, transfer with paper, textile vinyl,  
application of shields and embroidered emblems. 390 

SW-4050 0B4135A

Economic transfer press with 40 x 50 cm plate. Can be used for digital 
printing, sublimation, rhinestones, transfer with paper, textile vinyl,  
application of shields and embroidered emblems. 515 

SW-4050-MG  0B4136A

Manual pressure transfer machine with plates 38x38cm equipped with  
solenoid electronic for automatic opening upper plate. Digital temperature 
and opening time controller. 990 
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Transfer machines

AM-PANT 0B4117

Manual transfer machine for attaching transfer on legs of pants.  
Electronic control of temperature and time. 1.350 

SW-4050-TH 0B4138

Two plates transfer machine with plates sizes 40x50cm. Pneumatic side 
movement of the plates to put the clothes. Pneumatic lowering of the upper 
plate. Equipped with stand and digital timer and thermostat. 1.950 

SW-4050-SH 0B4137

Single plate transfer machine with plate size 40x50cm with. Manual front move-
ment of the lower plate to put the cloth. Pneumatic lowering of the upper plate. 
Equipped with stand and digital timer and thermostat. 2.100 

SW-1515TH+20x20 0B4105

Transfer machine of 2 plates of sizes 15x15cm with side movement by hand and 
pneumatic lowering upper plate. Equipped with digital timer and thermostat. 
Includes a set of lower paltes of sizes 20x20cm. 1.495 
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Sublimation machines

SH-9065 0B4109

Single plate pneumatic pressure transfer machine with 900x650 mm  
dimensions plate. The plate must be pulled back to install the fabric  
and the sublimation paper and pushed back to start the work cycle.  
Digital timer and temperature. 6.750 

TP-600-AM 0B6005

Electric machine to close bags by heater system of 600 mm of width. 
Equipped with timer. 750 

Bag closer machines

TP-600-ECO 0B6003B

Plastic bag closer machine, cutting let plastic straight in the lower part  
and inclined in the upper part. Cutting and welding by mechanical system. 
The plastic roller can be put in top or bottom part of the machine. 1.050 
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CUTTING
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Rasor cutting machines

DS-50 0B1004

Circular knife 50 mm diameter cutting machine. 6 sides knives, maximum 
cutting height 8 mm. Electric motor 55 W. With shear. 745 

NERA 0B1025

The new model is the revolutionary hand held rechargeable battery driven 
cutting machine for any kind of textile material. Equipped with 1 battery 
charger and 2 pcs of batteries with a miniature Lithium-Ion 3.6 V with 35 W 
power motor. The result is a compact, power and reliable cutting machine 
with weight of only 580 gr (gross weight with packing 950 grs). Battery 
very easy to replace with capacity 2.400 Mah. Diameter of 6 sides round 
knife 50 mm, maximum cutting height 9 mm, maximum speed 900 SPM., 
built in sharpener, equipped with counter knife. The cutting foot allows  
to cut curved profiles easily. 545 
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OPTIMA-702 0B1012A

Circular knife 70 mm diameter cutting machine. 6 sides knife, maximum  
cutting height 12 mm. High power electric motor. With shear. 865 

FP50 0B1005

Circular knife 50 mm diameter cutting machine. 6 sides knife, maximum  
cutting height 8 mm. Pneumatic motor. With shear. 970 

FP-86 0B1009

Circular knife 86 mm diameter cutting machine. 6 sides knife, maximum  
cutting height 20 mm. Pneumatic motor. With shear. 1.530 

Rasor cutting machines

SERVO
MOTOR
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D86 0B1002

Circular knife 86 mm diameter cutting machine. Round knife, maximum  
cutting height 20 mm. Electric motor 90 W. 990 

D100 0B1001

Circular knife 100 mm diameter cutting machine. Round knife, maximum 
cutting height 30 mm. Electric motor 90 W. 1.100 

DS-86 0B1003

Circular knife 86 mm diameter cutting machine. 6 sides knife, maximum 
cutting height 20 mm. Electric motor 90 W. With shear. 1.030 

DS-100 0B1007

Circular knife 100 mm diameter cutting machine. 6 sides knife, maximum 
cutting height 30 mm. Electric motor 90 W. With shear. 1.100 

SW-12 0B1008

Circular knife 120 mm diameter cutting machine. 8 sides knife, maximum 
cutting height 40 mm -50 mm. Electric motor 200 W. With shear. 1.460  

Rasor cutting machines

SW-12M 0B1020

Circular knife 120 mm diameter cutting machine. 8 sides knife, maximum 
cutting height 50 mm. Electric motor 350 W. With shear. 1.850  
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Hot cutting

SW-1007 0A7004A

Suprena type round knife cutting machine. Hexagonal knife with grinder 
and bed knife. Diameter of knife: 50 mm. 268 

SW-1007BT 0A7004C

The new model SW-1007BT is the revolutionary hand held rechargeable 
battery driven cutting machine for any kind of textile material. Equipped 
with 1 battery charger and 2 pcs of batteries with a miniature Lithium-Ion 
3.6V with 35 W power motor. The result is a compact, power and reliable 
cutting machine with weight of only 635 grams. Battery very easy to  
replace with capacity 2.400 Mah. Diameter of 6 sides round knife 50 mm, 
maximum cutting height 8 mm, built in sharpener. The cutting foot allows  
to cut curved profiles easily. 295 

SW-1004H 0A7004E

Hot cutting and welding machine for acrylic fabrics and cords. 285 

Round knife cutting machines
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Straight knife cutting machines

SW-MB-100 0A7002

Octa type round knife cutting machine. Hexagonal knife with grinder  
and bed knife. Diameter of knife: 100 mm. 361 

Scissor type cutting machines

SW-100CS 0A7002E

Round knife cutting machine equipped with direct drive servo motor  
and adjustable speed. Includes 8 sides 10 cm diameter knife, maximum  
cutting height 27 mm, power 200 W, speed adjustable at 600, 800,  
1.000 and 1.200 RPM. 225 

SW-EC1 0A7004D

The new model SW-EC1 is the revolutionary hand held battery driven 
cutting machine with vertical scissor system for any kind of textile material. 
Equipped with 1 battery charger and 2 pcs of batteries with a miniature 
Lithium-Ion 3.6 V with 35 W power motor. The result is a compact, power 
and reliable cutting machine with weight of only 370 grams. Battery very 
easy to replace with capacity 2.400 Mah. Maximum cutting width 3 mm. 
The cutting foot allows to cut curved profiles easily. 175 
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KS-8”-IU 0A6407B

Straight knife 8” cutting machine. Cutting height: 160 mm. 220 Volts  
and 1 HP. CE mark (integrated plug, switch in handle: if operator leaves  
the handle the machine gets stopped). 1.160 

KS-10”-IU 0A6408B

Straight knife 10” cutting machine. 1HP. Cutting height: 210 mm. 1.260 

KS-13”-IU 0A6408F

Straight knife 13” cutting machine. Cutting height: 290 mm. 220 Volts  
and 1 HP. CE mark (integrated plug, switch in handle: if operator leaves  
the handle the machine gets stopped). 1.750 

Cloth drill

Straight knife cutting machines

KS-5”-EU 0A6400

Straight knife 5” cutting machine. Cutting height: 90 mm. 220 Volts  
& 1/3 HP. CE mark (integrated plug, switch in handle: if operator leaves  
the handle the machine gets stopped).  1.070 

SW-2120L 0A6101

Cold and heated cloth drill with thermostat. 395 
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SW-911B 0B5100C

Knitting closed tape cutting machine. Width of cut fabric: 15-99 mm,  
Speed: 60-330 SPM.  1.350 

SW-933 0B5103

Same as SW-911B higher speed. 1.550 

SW-390C  0A6208

Manual cutting guides of 3.20m width. Includes fabric roller holder, guide 
with manual cutting machine with extensible long handle and guide to hold 
the fabric at the end of the table. 995  
* Table and stand are not included and not available. 

Cutting guides

Tape cutting machine 

SW-1900S 0B5302

Band knife machine. Equipped with air blowing table (electric fan). Table 
size: 1.800x1.800 mm. Cutting height: 18 cm. Arm length: 90 cm. (1CV).3.650 

Band knife sewing machine
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SW-202TC 0B5124

Continuous cutting machine for zippers, tape, etc. The cutting length  
can be programmed from 0 to 9.999 mm. Maximum tape width: 95 mm.  
Cutting in cold or heated knife (0ºC to 200ºC). 3.150 

SW-203-TC 0B5124C

Same as SW-202TC with cutting width 14cm. 3.850 

SW-202TC/S 0B5124A

Continuous cutting machine for zippers, tape, etc. The cutting length  
can be programmed from 0 to 9.999 mm. Maximum tape width: 95 mm.  
Cutting in cold or heated knife (0ºC to 200ºC). Equipped with reader  
sensor to cut printed labels. 4.200 

Tape tire machines

SW-101TL 0B5124B

Electric label cutting machine by heater cable. Includes fan  
for removing the smoke. 135 

GT22-12 0A7009

Brushless clipper and suction motor machine for cutting threads in finished 
garment clothes. No need compressed air connection. Complete with table 
and stand. 1.500 

GRAND

Machine for cutting threads
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Notes
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